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Ann Arbor SUN

People of Ann Arbor,

The following is the SUN's reply:

The Blues & Jazz Festival is rapidly
approaching. On September 8, 9, and
10, there will be hundreds of people
in Ann Arbor from out of town,
many of them needing a place to stay.
We need your help. If you have an
extra bed or mattress, a couch, or
even a living room floor that someone could use to sleep on for that
one weekend, please volunteer its
use. Send your name, address,
telephone number, and the number
of people you can put up to:
Jim Sietz
418 S. Division
Ann Arbor 48104

The charges made in Jackie Bailey's
letter to the SUN indicate that she has
made little or not effort to investigate
the SUN or its positions on sexism and
gay liberation for that matter.
Because of this we do not feel
compelled to answer each of her charges, but her letter does bring up the fact
that there is misunderstanding about
exactly who puts out the SUN and what
position the SUN takes on these questions.
We would like to take this opportunity to clarify some facts.
First of all, the Ann Arbor SUN is
no longer published by the Rainbow
People's Party. The RPP started and
financed the paper, but wanted to cooperate with other people in creating the paper so that it would be a
broad-based community newspaper. The
current staff and editorial board consists of just a few RPP members and
mostly of other people in the Ann Arbor
community. Along with the Radio Workshop, we are the People's Communications Committee of the Ann Arbor Tribal Council, and we support the creation
of alternative communalist institutions
to replace those that capitalism has
forced upon us.
Our staff consists of both men and
women, some straight, some gay. The
people who fill most of the positions of
greatest responsibility on the paper are
women -- the editor, the production manager, the art director, and one of the
distribution managers are women, all of
whom relate very strongly to the women's
and gay liberation movements.
We are working toward a human sexuality that will enable people to relate
to each other as people regardless of what
sex they may be. That means women with
women, men with men, and women with
men. We think that if people were able
to give their feelings honest and complete
expression, many of us would relate to
,more than just the "opposite sex."
j We know that we make many mistakes and we seek criticism which will
help us correct them. We're all involved
in learning how to put out this newspaper and are not professional journalists by any means. Thus we appreciate Jackie Bailey's pointing out
what she believes to be factual errors.
We agree that there were some minor
errors in reporting, but most of what she
cites as incorrect information came from
women in GAWK who were at the alternative workshop. Also, the article did not
say that gay women didn't participate in
Gay Pride Week demonstrations at City
Council. It simply stated that they did
not want to trash at the City Council
meeting. As to her point no. 4, we think
we covered it.
Statements like "Free Leni Sinclair"
indicate to us that Jackie Bailey's letter is mainly an irrational attack on the
Rainbow People's Party rather than a political criticism of the Ann Arbor SUN. We'd
like to say that, although we are not published by the RPP, we do support their
programs and goals, which we feel are in
the intereste of all oppressed people of
all sexual preferences.
We suggest that Jackie Bailey make a
more complete investigation before making
further charges. Every time she insists
that we are "male-identified" she insults
the efforts of the women on the SUN
staff. She has never been down to our office
office to discuss any of these issues with
us. Perhaps if she did she might realize
that we are similarly interested in combatting the oppression of all women.

Conference. After the attempts proved to
I would like to ask any and all gay wobe in vain, the women chose to dissociate
men in RPP - those who "openly practice
themselves from any actions the men
I would like to ask any and all gay wodecided upon taking.
men in RPP -- those who "openly practice
If one carefully examines the reasons
their gayness" to state emphatically where
which RPP has to annihilate any form of
their loyalties lie -- if with Sinclair and Co.
gay activism in this community they come then their loyalty to ANY sister - gay or
All information received will be
up with:
used at the information stand at the
straight -- can be seriously questioned in
A. It serves to further the party line -Festival. Thank you.
regards to their silence on said article.
if other movements are deemed null and
Furthermore -1 - as a woman and as
void by those within a position of power'
Jim Seitz
a lesbian - yes - Dyke and Damned Proud Information Coordinator in the party, then they can be sure that no would like those same sisters within RPP
Ann Arbor Blues & Jazz party member "defects" to the other side -- to demand an end to such oversimplithereby rendering RPP null and void.
Festival 1973
fication of a very real issue and to also
B. An article so visibly distorted as Hof- demand with it, a definite statement,
fman's serves to further - not mitigate -publicly if possible, from RPP in regards
Brothers and Sisters,
any valid form of struggle concerning the
to the very real, everyday oppression of
Did you ever walk around at 3:00 in
very real fact that women, and lesbian wo- women and lesbian women, both inside
the morning looking for a place to rest
men are indeed oppressed by men. Heaven and outside the party.
your head? Well if you have then you know forbid that we should defy gay men and
FREE LENI SINCLAIR!
about people on the street, I mean the downr have our own demonstrations or in ANY
and out street people who want to get into way question the authority of ANY bioJackie Bailey
something more than just spare changing
logical male MM
Acting Lesbian Advocate
for food and bumming.
C. It serves to sell a lot of papers!!
University of Michigan
Many street freeks, myself included,
will put out energy for anything they can
do that's worthwhile, while others have to
get jobs to survive. Most of us don't like to
work at honky jobs so that's why we are
where we are, on the street. Most of us
are very content with the way we live,
but the time comes to us all when we want
at least the basics, constant shelter and
food. This is hard for us to come by so we
are constantly on the move from town to
town, looking for what we didn't and
couldn't find in the last.
What I want to do is raise community
consciousness about my people so they get
some breaks.
Try looking at us in a different light. We
are your brothers and sisters and you are
ours. There is so mucn that needs to be
is guarantee our economic existence so we
Starting with this issue the Ann Arbor
done for all of us to obtain our freedom
SUN will cost $.15 instead of a dime. We
don't get trapped into the vicious cycle of
and we will only if we all unite and fight
used to give the papers free to street sellers working at a job we hate until we can aftogether. Give us a chance and we will do
with
a policy of "Sell The SUN, Keep The ford to quit.
the same for you all, but we've got to get
Dime". Now that the paper is $. 15, street
Being able to support our regular staff
together now. So if you see a brother or
sellers will still-make a dime, but the extra also means stabilizing the existence of the
sister with a Sack pack or sleeping bag, and
$.05 will go back to pay the people who
paper. Many alternative newspapers have
you know of some extra floor space somework full-time organizing SUN distribution. had to fold because they didn't make
where, lay the info on us. Or when someone asks you for spare change, nine times
We found that it takes a lot of energy
enough money to pay the printing bills, not
out of ten the reason for it is legitimate.
time, and commitment to organize distrito mention their staff members. A paper's
So please help us out if you can when
bution of the paper effectively. In the past sources of revenue are advertising, distribuopportunity knocks. We know it's in your
people have done it part -time for a few
tion and donations-few and far between.
heart. You just don't know if you should.
weeks or months at a stretch. No one was
The SUN, which has missed several publiable to do the job because the SUN couldn't cation dates this year, has had acute finanRainbow Power to all People
afford to pay for their rent or groceries.
cial troubles.
Let it Grow and Come Alive
Many people have told us they don't
The SUN costs approximately $600 an
£d Cleveland
know how to get a hold of a copy of the
issue to typeset, layout, print and mail. On
paper. We want to remedy that situation
top of that we pay rent and utility bills
so
people
know
where
to
byy
it,
whether
(our
phone bills are outrageous) on a
SUN,
its
at
the
corner
store
or
the
Diag
or
the
monthly
basis. (We hope to print full finanOnce again, the RPP, in its male-idenfree concert.
cial statements in future issues.)
tified party organ (one of the biggest paper
Most exciting to us is that the SUN will
In order to pay all our bills we found
penises in the State) has seen fit to comment
begin to provide an economic base for its ' we needed full-time advertising salespeople.
on issues it knows virtually nothing about
and thereby confusing real issues with its
workers. So far everyone has worked as
We are now paying them a percentage of
own brand of truth and fantasy. I am refer
much as 50 hours a week, on a purely volthe advertising revenue they bring in, makring, of course, to the shoddy account of Anr unteer basis with no pay in sight. Our goal ing it possible for them to support themArbor's Gay Pride demonstrations which
is to pay all our workers a living wage, free- selves and the SUN at the same time.
has, in effect, served to kill off our comWe hope that people will support the
ing them from the economic bondage of
munity through the media. "Media MurSUN's
need to raise its price and will look
worrying
about
the
rent,
etc.
Their
energy
der" of movements is not new -- the woat selling the SUN-and keeping the dimewill no longer be siphoned off by being a
men':: movement has had to fight an uphill
as a way that they too can support themwage slave for a capitalist enterprise.
battle against the hysteria-mongers who
, selves.
To be able to direct what we do with
label any sign of strength as "bra-burning."
our own lives, the first thing we have to do
Now, it seems that the lesbian women of
Ann Arbor must fight the same battle.
"We Ain't Gonna Work on Maggie's Farm No More"
Perusal of E. Hoffman's article shows
several inaccuracies. Among them:
"Sell the SUN, Make a Dime"
1. GAWK (Gay Awareness Women's colSUN Editorial Board
lective) is only ONE year old -- not three.
2. There were NO joint meetings of
EDITORIAL BOARD
GLF and GAWK over Gay Pride Week per
David Fenton, Ellen Hoffman, Linda
se. The meetings which Hoffman refers to
Ross, David Sinclair, Barbara Weinwere held the week after the City Council
berg, Mary Wreford
Watergate's been on everyone's mind
meeting on June 4 and concerned followsince
the Senate Hearings began, and
up actions to that meeting.
STAFF
starting now, it will be on everyone's body
3. Gay women participated in the demonFrank Bach, Lairy Benke, Lexa
with "Nixon's the One" T-shirts. The shirts
stration at Council member's homes, the
Brooks, Gary Brown, David Cahill,
are made in Ann Arbor by Rainbow TruckJack Forrest, Frizz, Patti Gandolfo,
Pretzel Bell, and at City Hall and gay
ing, a non-profit Michigan corporation.
Caroline Gregory, Gary Grimshaw,
WOMEN were also speakers at that
Pictured is the shirt at a recent Park ProKathy Kelley, Tom Kuzma, Linda
meeting.
Lalham,
Sherry
Lutz,
Pun
Plamongram
concert are Lexa and Nika Brooks.
4. Several attempts were made, on the
don, Mike Minnich, Bob Rizzo,
part of the women, to reach a viable comphoto: David Fenton
Leona Schlack, Carol Shackson,
promise with the men over the Sexuality
Marcy Silver man

SUN Up A Nickel For
Better Distribution

cover caption

Staff-Ann Arbor SUN

Mailing address: Ann Arbor SUN, 208
S. First St., Ann Arbor, Michigan 48108.
Telephone: 313-761-7148
The SUN is a member of the Underground
Press Syndicate (UPS) and the Zodiac News
Service (ZNS). All material may be reprinted if
credit is given to the SUN.

Look out for the Back to School Issue
of the Ann Arbor SUN, complete with a
Blues & Jazz Festival Supplement. Watch
for us the first week in September.1
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$ 5FineRepealAftermath
COUNCIL
GAG RULE

REEFER BUST

As a result of the demonstrations
over the Republican repeal of the $5
weed law, Mayor Stephenson has
proposed new rules for conduct in
council chambers.
The first change adds this sentence
to an existing rule: 'Wo member of
Council shall use profane or obscene
language during any council meeting.
The purpose behind this is to stop
the occasional "hell's," "damn's,"
"shit's" and "motherfucker's" which
Nancy Wechsler and Jerry DeGrieck
use to keep the Council's language in
line with how people normally talk.
The other significant change is far
heavier. Stephenson would have the
Council add a new Rule 43 which
reads as follows:
Conduct of Audience
Members of the audience shall sit in
the permanent seats provided in the
Council chamber and shall refrain
from participating in Council proceedings in any way including speaking, clapping, cheering, booing, hissing or in making noise of any kind
except during the designated portions
of Council Agendas providing for
audience participation. Under no circumstances shall a member of the
audience who has not been recognized
to speak to Council be present in the
Council chamber in any position
other than a position seated in a
permanent seat. Members of the
audience may stand in the hall outside the Council chamber but may
not stand in the Council chamber.
Taken literally, this rule forbids:
* Standing for the invocation and
pledge of allegiance.
* Entering the Council chamber
with the purpose of going to a
permanent seat.
* Leaving the Council chamber to
go to the bathroom.
* Giving materials to a councilperson.
* Whispering to a councilperson.
* Whispering to an audience member next to you while both are

Now that the $5 weed law has been repealed, Ann Arbor is fair hunting territory
for all sorts of undercover narks.
The latest variety are reefer plant watchers who have been seen prowling around
Pontiac Heights complete with high powered
binoculars. They've already found at least
one victim.
A brother named Kifaru and his friends
were sitting around in his backyard smoking
Even though the Republicans control
dope. A strange man came up to their fence City Council, there is a way to get back the
and asked for a person that no one nnew
$5 weed law and pass other progressive
He then jumped ovei ihe fence and started legislation.
ripping up reeter plants like crazy.
By getting 3,500 valid signatures (of
The result: another bust.
registered voters) any question can be put
on the ballot as a Charter Amendment.
The undercover man turned out to be
If it receives a majority of the votes on
Ann Arbor detective Anderson, well known
election day, it then becomes part of the
for his other escapades.
City Charter and City Council can't repeal
While it may be best to harvest weed
it.
plants in the middle of September, an earAt the July mass meeting the Human
lier one this year might be in order.
Rights Party decided to place several questions on the April 1974 ballot through
Charter Amendment petitions. The 3,500
signatures needed must be collected within
any 30 day period prior to January 2nd.
The following petitions will be circulated:
* Bring back the $5 weed law for
possession and sale.
* Rent control and tenants rights improvements if the City Council and
Rent Control Study Commission
don't act on these problems.
* Pay for City Council members. Right
now only the wealthy can afford to
serve without going broke.
* Put the right of initiative and referendum in the City Charter. Votes of
the people can change the City Charter and the same should apply to city
ordinances.

DOPE DRIVE

seated in permanent seats.
* Getting agendas from the
podium.
Apparently Stephenson would like
people to sit absolutely still and silent.
Fat chance.
It's even more intriquing to try to
figure out what happens to someonewho supposedly violates this rule. Is
that person ejected from the Council
chambers? Or is he or she held in
"contempt of City Council"? Do you
get a trial? What about your right to
a lawyer? Et cetera, et cetera, ad
nauseam.
Stephenson may rule into even
more legal troubles when and if he
tries to enforce this rule. A court
recently ruled that people could not
be arrested for standing in protest at
a City Council meeting because they
had a constitutionally protected right
to stand.
Do the Republicans really want
the spectacle of dozens of people
being carried out of the Council
chambers because they are standing?
The proposed rules have been sent
to the Council's Rules Committee.
Perhaps the Republicans will have
second thoughts. But don't count
on it.
David Cahill

Besides the obvious progressive effects
such laws can have, this decision has many
other side benefits. It will become easier
for the people to exercise direct legislative
power, instead of depending on officeholders.
All sorts of talents will be needed to make
this drive a success. And everyone is needed
to help. The petitions should be ready soon.
Call the HRP office (761-6650) - line up,
sign up and re-enlist.
Frank Shoichet

Fire Fighters Charge City Neglect^
The Chief Steward and the Executive Board
of the Fire Fighters Union, Local 1733
have charged the citv with
negligence and incompetence in operating
the Fire Dept.
They also charge the Police Dept. consistently receives top priority while the
"people of Ann Arbor are not receiving the
adequate fire protection that they pay for
and rightly deserve."
The worst problem, Chief Steward Jim
Hbod told the SUN, is the shortage of fire
fighters, "We hope that a fellow fire fighter
or citizen of Ann Arbor doesn't have to lose
their life before something is done to
remedy this situation."
The city had no one year to fill vacancies
caused by the shorter work week, retirements and transfers. Yet only a few firemen
were hired while the police de.pt. hired 21
new men!
Lack of fire fighters leaves sub stations
understaffed. One recent survey recommended six people staff each ladder and
engine company. Sometimes stations are
operating with as few as two!
Few people know it, but their insurance
company used the survey to figure out their
insurance rates. The worse the condition of
the Fire Dept., the higher the rates.
Not only are there too few fire fighters,
but the fire trucks and other equipment
continually break down in emergencies.
Some of them are 20 years old. From July
1-July 16 there were 48 times when trucks
had to be taken out of service.
The city saves money by not hiring
people right away and by having old equip-

Racist Cop
Suspended
The same Ann Arbor policeman who
beat up Joseph Harrison, a black activist
and HRP member who lives at Brightside
commune, has just been suspended from the
force for allegedly assaulting a black policeman and his wife.
Joe Harrison is suing Brooks and
another officer for $5 million for beating
Joe, breaking his wrist, while supposedly
investigating a noise complaint.

A number of people questioned the protection Ann Arbor receives from the fire department following
the December 15, 1972 blaze that destroyed the Community Center.

ment. So it's convenient for the city administrator's office, but dangerous for the
people of Ann Arbor.
These recent charges substantiate an
investigation done by the Tribal Council
last year after the fire at the Washington St.
Community Center. People at the blaze
observed that the Fire Dept. did not seem
to be working as it could have to stop the
fire. This latest evidence explains why.

Jim Hood explained, "The next time
you see 4 or 5 fire trucks pull up to a
burning building, don't be deceived into
believing that adequate fire protection is
on the scene. Just remember that in order
for the fire to be extinguished and your
family and friends to be rescued from a
burning inferno you also need the fire
fighters to do the dirty work."

At the time Joe asked that Brooks and
the other officer be immediately suspended
pending a police investigation because they
were dangero'us. The police department did
nothing, supposedly because Harrison filed
suit against the officers.
Now Brooks has been suspended for
allegedly beating Mel Roper, a fellow police
officer. Roper, off-duty at the time, was
trying to subdue a man who was involved in
a fight. Someone called the police and
Brooks and another officer arrived, saw
Roper on top of the other man and approached him from behind. They began
beating him viciously with their flashlights
while onlookers screamed at them to stop.
When Roper turned around and they realized who he was, they stopped.
"When it's a cop they act, when it's a
citizen they don't," explained Joe Harrison.
Racism caused the assault on Roper and his
being a cop stopped the assault."
"Police need psychiatric evaluations,"
added Joe, "the only evaluation they get
right now is on whether they'll kill."
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Open Booze Law Means
to Harass Ibung Drivers

University Shuts Down
Diag Activists at Fair

State and local police may get further
authority to harrass young motorists
through a Michigan Senate-approved bill
outlawing opened bottles of booze in
passenger compartments of vehicles. Police
have claimed problems in enforcing current
laws against drinking in vehicles. Even a
closed bottle with a broken seal in a cooler
in the passenger compartment could be
grounds for arrest under this bill.

U of M forced two student groups to
leave the Diag during the Art Fair. The two
groups. New Morning and the Young
Workers' Liberation League (YWLL) were
selling books and other literature when they
were appro.ached by Captain Klinge of the
Ann Arbor Police, several other officers and
various U of M personnel,.who told them to
leave the Diag. New Morning gave up without a struggle and moved to South U, but
the YWLL produced a permit from the
Student Government Council (SGC) allowing them to sell there.
But the University, in its desperate
efforts to rid the Diag of leftist agitators,
gut its chief lawyer. Roderick Daane, to
write a letter stating that SGC didn't have
the power to issue permits. Klinge also
stated that the prosecutor had authorized
their arrest for trespassing if they didn't
leave. One University official even
demanded that all political groups selling
materials be told to get off UM property.
Finally, a compromise was worked out,
and YWLL moved to East U near the
Enpin. Arch.

Traffic Ticket
Conspiracy?

Sorrows of a Spy

FBI Pulls CbsetAct

B&J Festival billboard, over the Rainbow Multi-Media office on W. Liberty between Alhley and First
St., livens up downtown Ann Arbor. The picture was handpainted by Mike Brady, with lettering by
Gary Grimshaw.

Boycott News

There has always been talk that the Ann
Arbor police have had to fill their quota of
traffic tickets. Now it appears to be true.
Officer Gary Severinsen was given a
"performance lecture" in April for not giving out enough tickets. He got angry and
While Cesar Chavez was reporting Cesar Chavez praised
threw down his badge, an action his super- on the atrocities taking place in
beat efforts in the
iors considered a resignation. He insists he
California against United Farm
A & P Boycott durWorkers on strike at Hill Auditorium ing a speech at Hill
was fired.
this month, the Ann Arbor chapter
Since Severinsen is a Marine Corps vet,
Aud. on Jury 23.
of the John Birch Society was
he's entitled to a hearing in front of the
chief political officer of the city in the case preparing a letter attacking Chavez
, of disciplinary firing. That officer turns out and the national boycott.
The Birch Society letter claims the
to be Mayor Stephenson, who refused to
United Farm Workers Union is a
hold the hearing.
"communist front group," challenging
Severinsen then asked Judge Deakes to
the "legitimate" representation of
issue a writ of mandamus demanding that
the agricultural workers by the
Stephenson hold the hearing. Deakes reTeamsters Union.
fused.
The letter accuses Chavez of
specializing in "those well-known
Now Severinsen is doing construction
Communist front activities such as
work and the other police feel compelled
picketlines, boycotts, mass meetings,
to write enough traffic tickets so they too
rent strikes, demonstrations and
\ For those of you who want to
don't get a "performance lecture" or persit-ins."
support all the national boycotts
haps even fired.

John Birch Letter Hits
Chavez, A&P Boycott

Two FBI agents with bugging equipment
were caught last week in a closet next to a
defense conference room in Gainesville,
Fla., where the "Gainesville Eight" are on
trial for supposedly planning to disrupt
the 1972 Republican convention. The
agents claimed they were just "checking
the FBI lines" in the phone closet.

SINGI1V THEM POOTACHE BLUES

Boycott Box

Foster Homes Needed Now
If you would be interested in acting as a
foster parent to a teenage brother or sister
in Ann Arbor, the time is right. Catholic
Social Services and the Juvenile Court are
desperately in need of homes where teenagers can be placed, either on a short-term
or long-term basis. Single adults and
alternative living situations, such as communal households, can qualify. Being a
foster parent means sharing your home and
love with a local young person, and helping
them to get on. Foster children are between the ages of 12 and I 7, and having a
foster home to go to can mean the difference between living in a supportive,
positive home environment, or sitting in a
cell in the Juvenile Home. To apply for a
foster parent license, or just to check out
what it involves, contact Margaret Flannery
at C:«i'"->i<<- Sr-.rj.il Services. hft

The John Birchers wrote , "By
'currently taking place, here is a
using physical violence and coercion, Irecent list:
they (the UFW) managed to disrupt I "Non-United Farm Worker Lettuce
the grape grower's operations. Of
Jand Grapes and also all A&P and
course, the liberal mass media aided I Safe way Food Stores.
the Communist's operations by play- I -Shell Oil, and all Shell products,
ing up the plight of the 'poor downincluding Shell No-Pest Strips.
trodden' grape-pickers. Also helping tol Farah Slacks
support the staged activities were the I «Dow Chemical and all Dow
National Council of Churches, Walter .products, including Bay gas, Ziploc
Reuther, and former Senator Robert Ibags, Handiwrap, and Saran Wrap.
Kennedy."
I "Knitted underwear, T-shirts and
The letter makes the false state.briefs from Sears & Roebuck,
ment that the boycott of the A&P
Montgomery Wards, JC Penney,
Stores is illegal (which it is not, as
IGrant's and K-Mart.
the farm workers are not subject to
j "Kraft foods.
the l^tional Industrial Relations
I "ITT products including Wonder
Act.)
(Bread, Hostess Twinkies and CupAnyone interested in letting the
akes, etc.
Birch Society know what is wrong
Bell Telephone federal tax.
with their letter can write to The
| "Welch's products grape juice,
John Birch Society, Box 2136, Ann ijams. (This company is owned by
Arbor. Michigan 48106.
members of the Birch Societyjj __

r

Platform shoes are not only bad
for your feet and posture, but can
actually cause traffic accidents.
According to a recent expose in Jet
magazine, this latest fad created by the
fashion industry causes more sprained
ankles, inflammation of the foot,
corns, and lower back pain.
Dr. Robert Roberts, president of
the Illinois Podiatry Association,
points out, "They create an abnormal way of walking by throwing all
the weight to the metatarsal bone (at
the ball of the foot). They also give a
tilt to the spine and could possibly
cause it to slip out of alignment."
The National Safety Council has
warned against the shoes for driving.
According to Mary Anderson, the
council's information specialist, "The
sole-soaring platform divorces the
driver from the feel of the pedals.
This could lead to a dangerous
miscalculation in speed judgment
and braking power."

Heed $$ fo Meet the Rising Costs of Living?
Sell the SUN and Make a Dime
HELP THE. COMMUNITY AND
... SELL THE.
SUNf

CALL MARY or PUN
761-7148-761-7149
between 10am-3pm
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BEMRE RIP-OFFS
AT FREE CONCERTS
people fighting amongst themselves for
the material wealth that an exploitative and |
racist class system has denied them.
When you look at it objectively these
young people are foolish to rio off other
people who are not their enemies, but who
are part of the same community. Ihe real
enemies are the Republicans who would
like nothing better than to cancel free concerts and send their agents, the police, to
put a great many of us in jail.
The more these incidents occur at free
concerts the more likely it is that the police will be there. Police only deal with the
symptoms of these problems, often being
cold and vicious to the people involved. It's
in our best interest to deal with these problems ourselves in a humanitarian and effective way.
Each week the Psychedelic Rangers have
been attempting to defuse the fights and
discourage rip-offs, trying to convince
people that we are not each other's enemies. The Rangers don't want to bust anyone and they are at the park so the police
5 won't have to be. They constantly tell the
people who are stealing they they are hip
^ to these methods and that they should stop
or leave.
These are difficult problems to deal
with. We can only solve them by getting
\ Involved with the people to help them figure out ways to use their energy in a positive manner. Meanwhile we need more
Psychedelic Rangers who want to work with
people, in addition to more discussion of
ways to alleviate this tense and dangerous
The people in the gangs are young, and situation.
have a whole lot of energy, but have no
Please contact the SUN or the Rangers
money, nothing to do and not much to
with your ideas. These problems will not
look forward to. They are among the most go away by themselves, but only when we
victimized people of the capitalist society
all help solve them.
we live under. America does not provide
equally for all its people, creating scarcity
"We must learn to unite with our
conditions that pit us one against the otreal friends to fight our real enemies."
her for survival. These particular gangs are
- Mao Tse-Tung
a manifestation of the phenomenon of a
Genie Plamondon
In the last few weeks there have been a
number of incidents around town in which
people have been harrassed, robbed and
even assaulted by small, roving gangs of
young black people.
Ranging in age from 11 to 18 they work
in groups of three to ten. Their manner is
gruff and aggressive, and they employ
"bully" and "tough guy" tactics, pushing people around and/or verbally abusing
them.
Their presence has been particularly
noticed at the Sundayfree concerts. Last
week a brother was surrounded by a group
of young people who took his reefer stash,
while another's wallet was ripped off.
Eden's and Rainbow Trucking hare also
been robbed by these gangs.
WJU4.T. No. 3 nun Wfflkm Bwn*

W.A.N.T. No. 2 man Dean (clarence) Rye

toProsecuteNark
continued from page 1

mons.
While pursuing the criminal prosecution
of Burns the SUN has occasion to talk
with Linwood Noah, Assistant Senior
Prosecutor of Washtenaw County, who,
by the way, was a witness to the attack
by Burns even though he insists he wasn't.
During the conversation Linwood told
the SUN a few interesting facts about
W.A.N.T. (Washtenaw Area Narcotics
Team).
According to him, W.A.N.T. operates
out of a secret apartment in Ypsilanti
Township. It includes approximately 10
agents, who are paid about $10,000/year
by the state for their undercover work.
Burns is #3 man in the outfit and a person
named Dean Rye is #2 man. Burns himself
does not make buys. He appears to be a
coordinator of the outfit's clandestine
operations.
When asked why W.A.N.T. agents
weren't busting people for heroin
Linwood got insulted and said that Sandy
Burns, the undercover nark who recently
entrapped a sister into LSD sales, had in-

deed bought heroin on Ann St. But
VV-A.NT. had made no heroin arrests recently in Washtenaw County.
When the SUN asked Linwood if he
thought putting people in jail stopped
so-called "crime," he answered, "Well, they
don't have any crime in China, and do you
know why?" The SUN asked if perhaps it
was because China had a socialist and not a
capitalist system. Linwood disagreed,
ignorantly insisting, "You only get one
chance to make a mistake in China, and
then you're dead."
Even Nixon has given up on the Red
Scare, but it seems that Linwood was giving
us an example of his ideal policy for crime
prevention. He excitedly pointed out that
some South American countries jail drunk
drivers for ten years.
Stay tuned to the SUN for more news
on the suit and criminal prosecution against
William Burns and more of the inside information on W.A.NT. Please continue to
call us if you've been busted by undercover
narks or if you know anything about their
operations. The more we know about them
the less chances they'll get to bust people.

>•»«»•**»»»**»•«•«»»*•»••«
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Linda Ross

Pw&CraigWin5Outqf6
continued from page 1

"voice print identification" and holding up
graphs they said proved who was talking.
While Uwe is under no threat of
prosecution, the Assistant Attorney
phone calls as evidence, which the defense
Generals said they would prosecute any
said from the start would help win an acdefense witness who said they ever did anyquittal. In the tapes Pun makes no threats
thing illegal. The defense had intended to
and accuses Uwe of tapping the call with
call people who dealt with Uwe to show his
police help.
incredibility, but the state's threat made it
The state flew in two special "expert"
impossible for them to testify without riskwitnesses to say that they had "identified
ing prison.
the voice on- the tape as no other human
being but Pun Plamondon." A state cop
As a result, the defense's case was limited
and MSU professor spent 6 hours describing to testimony by Pun and Craig, whose story
matched that of government eye-witness
Bruce Peterson; that there were no weapons
or threats, Uwe voluntarily gave up
possessions as collateral on a debt, and that
the RPP members were intervening on behalf of friendsin the community who deal
weed and were ripped off by Uwe.
At one point Bruce testified that he was
visited in Massachusetts, where he now lives,
by two Michigan State Policemen from
Intelligence. Apparently thinking Bruce
would be an asset, they asked him to return
to Michigan and testify. When Bruce asked
"what if I say no" they "threatened to carry
me to Michigan in a little box."
Judge Peterson reached the verdict himself after the defense reluctantly waived its
right to a jury trial. Defense attornies
questioned prospective jurors for 2 days
until "it became clear to us that they had
various fears, misconceptions and prejudices
about our culture, which we felt would be
impossible to overcome in time for this
trial," explained attorney Liz Gaynes.
Six months ago Pun and Craig were
arrested, swept up north by state police and
held under $ 100,000 bonds. The next day
Frank Kelley's office issued a rare press
Detective SergeanfWird of the MicK«an State

___

Police hides from SUN photographer.

release to the media which smeared violent
horror stories about robbery and the Rainbow People's Party on the covers of newspapers throughout the state. By the end of
the trial they were technically found guilty
only of publishing articles and writing letters to expose a community menace. And
the judge agreed that the state had wasted
its time trying to harass the RPP. "We
consider the verdict a political victory,"
explained attorney Buck Davis.
David Fen ton

Note: The Rainbow People's Party would
like to thank everyone who helped defend
Pun and Craig; particularly attornies Liz
Gaynes, Buck Davis, Ted Hughes, legal researchers David Cahill, Sterling Brown,
Steve Josephson, friends and neighbors in
Cadillac, those who signed the petition for
reduction of bond, and all those who
helped meet the enormous cost of the case
through contributions or by playing for or
by attending the benefits held at the Union
Ballroom, Primo Showbar and Carpenter
Hnll
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Community Parks
Program 73
The free concerts put on by the
Ann Arbor Community Park's Program will wind up with two concerts
Aug. 12 & 19. The bill for the final
concert of the season is yet to be announced but the bill for Aug. 12 is:
Sunday Funnies
Kopperfield
John Nicholas & band

One of the Soulful Soulmttes of Ypri tt the Free Concert

Where It's AtBrooklyn Blues Busters:
Aug. 9-11 Flick's
Aug. 16-18 - Lizard's (Lansing)
Aug. 23 - Flick's
Aug. 24-25 - Flood's

bis Bell:
month of August - Rubaiyat
Lightnin':

Brownsville Station:
Aug. 8 Devil's Lake Pavillion, Manitou Beach,
Michigan
Aug. 10 - Wheeling, ML
Aug. 11 - Kingsport, Tenn.
Aug. 14 - Paramount, Portland, Oregon
Aug. 15 - Paramount West, Seattle, Wash.
Aug. 18 - New Orleans
Aug. 22 - Wild Wednesday outdoor conceit
Flint, Michigan
Aug. 26 - Dundee, MI fairgrounds
Catfish:
Aug. 3-4
Aug. 5 Aug. 7 Aug. 8 -

- Lottery, Aurora, HL
A 2 free concert at Otis Spann Field
Primo Showbar
Surf Port, Clinton, Ont.

Aug. 10 - Spartsanhurg, S.C.

Aug.
Aug.
Aug.
Aug.

TNT:
Aug. 8-12 - Mother's Chicago, I1L
Aug. 14-19 - Roseland, Jackson, MI
Aug. 21-26 - Coloma Playhouse, Coloma, MI

11 - Kingsport, Tenn.
13-16 Atlanta, GA
18 - Dundee, Michigan
31 Humpin' Hannah's, Milwaukee

Aug. 11 - McGraft Park, Muskegon
Aug. 29-30 - Primo Showbar
Okri:
Aug. 14-15
Aug. 17-18
Aug. 20-21
Aug. 27-28

Uprising:
Aug. 8 - Markley Hall
Aug. 10 - Latin Quarter (Detroit)
Aug. 11 - Draft Haus, Akron, Ohio

-

Blind Pig
Blind Pig
filing Pig
Blind Pig

Possum Creek:
Aug. 8 - St. Phillips High School, Battle Creek
Aug. 18 - Tanz Haus - Traverse City, Michigan
Aug. 19 - Alpena Community College

Aug. 15 - Markley Hall
Aug. 25 - Municipal Stad., Springfield, Ohio
Aug. 31 - Primo Showbar
VIPERS
l-.very Monaay at Flick's
Aug. 810 Blind Pig
Aug. 23 - Blind Pig

Aug. 10 - Carlson HS, Gibraltar, MI
Aug. 11 - Devil's Lake Pavillion, Manitou Beach,
Michigan
Aug. 15 - Adrian County Fairgrounds
Aug. 22 - Alpena Community College
Aug. 24 - McGraft Park, Muskegon, MI
Aug. 25 - Simon's Park, Dundee, MI
Aug. 30 - Lakeview HS, Battle Creek, MI
We could not get in touch with some of the
bands we wanted to include before our copy
Head!ir n AMW>»,«I «t/tir> K :illt listen shculd fed
free to call Sherry Lutz at 761-7148 for next
issue's Where It's At

Radio King & His Court of Rhythm:
Aug. 8-11 - Red Carpet, Detroit

every Sunday in August - Primo Showbar
Rockets:
Aug. 8-12 - Westside 6
Aug. 14 - Latin Quarter, Detroit

Dogs:

Aug. 15-16 - Primo Showbar

Aug. 6-10 Hard Rock Quarry, Buffalo, NY
Aug. 11-16 - Mercer Art Center, NY
Aug. 17 - Max's Kansas City, NY

Aug. 22-25 - Embassy, Windsor, Ontario
Aug. 26 - Outdoor concert in Monroe
Aug. 28 - Sept. 2 - Limbo's

Aug. 17-19 - Rock & Roll Farm, Ypsilanti

DETROIT:

Aug. 7-12

Kenny's Castaways, NYC

Aug. 14 - Primo Showbar

Sky King Blues Band:
Aug. 17-18 - Primo Showbar

Aug. 15 - Surf Palace, Lakeside, Ohio
Aug. 26
Aug. 27

Alternate Site, Milwaukee
Rush Up, Chicago

Aug. 28

Primo Showbar

Frut:

Every weekend in August - Frut Grove
Mt. Clemens, Michigan

August 14
SPOOKY TOOTH
S3.50 in advance
4.00 at door

Skip VanWinkle Knape & the Nightrockers:
Aug. 9-11 - St. Clair College, Windsor, On..
Aug. 12 - Port Dover, Ontario
Tale Blues Band:
Aug. 12-13 - Flood's
Flood's - every Thurs. in August

September 4
RORYGALLAGHER
and ROBIN TROWER
S3.00 in advance
3.50 at door

Dorr St. between Secor & Byrne, in Toledo
45 minute drive from Ann Arbor

Live entertainment every night Mon-Sat.
EVERY WEDNESDAY - WELFARE NIGHT
DRINKS 4 PRICE

EVERY THURSDAY - BLUES NIGHT
EVERY FRIDAY AND SATURDAY - ROCK
AND ROLL

Lois Scott of Radio King
NEW WORLD FILM CO-OP PRESENTS
Genesis 5 is a collection of
very satisfying student and
independently-made films
made out of a 48-hour film
marathon. The exhibitor
traveled the marathon
around the country and
collected ballots filled out
by each audience about their
favorite films in the programs.
These favorites are documentaries, animation, an abstraction
or two, as well as those that
defy categorization. It includes
Frogs, Megolopolis, Honymoon
Hotel, Heavenly Star, and
eleven selected shorts.

Natural Science Auditorium
7, 8:30 and 10pm
$1.25
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Bluest* Jazz Festival Preview

Roots of Motor City Music - Detroit Blues
Ann Arbor's reputation throughout the
country is that of a place where blues
music knows no better respect. And it's
that respect for black root music that has
helped produce such major events in the
history of blues as the Ann Arbor Blues
Festivals (in 1969 and 70) and (starting in
1972) the Ann Arbor B-lues & Jazz Festivals.
Just announced last week, the threehour long DETROIT BLUES segment of
this year's Blues & Jazz Festival seems
ready to become, in and of itself, another
major tribute to the blues heritage. The
DETROIT BLUES show (which is just a part
of the "Music of Detroit" concert held
Saturday afternoon, September 8) will
feature over 15 representatives of the stone
blues roots of the Motor City area - all
performing together before a large national audience for the first time.
Compared to Motown soul, Detroit
jazz, and Motor City rock and roll, Detroit
blues is not a very famous music - but
there is a very real blues history of Detroit
which is still alive in the car factories and
the bars and blind pigs in the ghettos of
the city, particularly on its east side. Most
of the surviving practicioners of the unique
Detroit blues will be on stage at Otis Spann
Field that Saturday afternoon, including
in their order of appearance:
DOCTOR ROSS, a one-mand band from
Flint ("LittleDetroit"), Michigan currently
on the Motor City's notorious Fortune
label, known for singles like "Industrial
Boogie," "General Motors Blues," and "I'd
Rather Be An Old Woman's Baby Than A
Young Woman's Slave";
LITTLE MACK COLLINS AND HIS
RHYTHM MASTERS, who has worked behind almost every blues player in Detroit
over the years and will provide backup for
the entire DETROIT BLUES show;
LITTLE JUNIOR (Cannady), currently
recording on Bobo Jenkins' Big Star label;
ARTHUR GUNTER, author of the
Elvis smash, "Baby Let's Play House," who
now lives in Saginaw, Michigan;
BABY BOY WARREN, a rhythmic
country guitarist only recently returned

Bobo Jenkins, blues tftW at ffcfc ytu '§ festival

to his music after a long bout with sickness
and family poverty known for "Baby
Boy Blues" and "Sanafee";
JOHNNIE MAE MATTHEWS, one of
the rare women blues singers still active
around Motown, and a distinct credit to the
tradition she continues to uphold;
JAKE "THE SHAKER" WOODS, a
one-of-a-kind performer well-known on
the streets of Saginaw;
ONE STRING SAM, immortalized by
an impromptu recording session made 20
years ago to raise money to get his woman
out of jail ("I Need S100 To Go My
Baby's Bond") - he plays a fretless, one
string, monochord instrument he made
himself at home;
EDDIE BURNS, who has recorded
successful singles on various labels and has
played harmonica and guitar regularly
with John Lee Hooker;
BOBO JENKINS, originally from
Mississippi, a central figure in the current
DETROIT BLUES scene by virtue of his
Big Star recording studio and record label
on the city's west side;
MR. BO, playing in the style of B.B.

King, until recently under stranglehold
contract to the notorious Diamond Jim
(who was murdered in a Motor City bar);
BOOGIE WOOGIE RED^ who played
piano on nearly all of John Lee Hooker's
early recordings, was a regular member of
the Hooker band in the SOs and remains
an active participant in the modern-day
scene;
LIGHTNIN' SLIM, one of the best
known DETROIT BLUES'artists overseas,
originally from Louisiana and now living in
Pontiac, Michigan, an industrial center
located halfway between Detroit and Flint;
WASHBOARD WILLIE, the granddaddy
and master percussionist (washboard, sockcymbal, cowbell, tambourine, etc.) of the
DETROIT BLUES scene, performing as '
ever with his Super Suds of Rhythm.
All of these bluespeople will be performing in the larger context of the
"Music of Detroit" concert (one of the
Festival's five events) which also includes
brother JOHN LEE HOOKER (the only
Detroit blues artist to ever achieve national
recognition), YUSEF LATEEF (who prefers to call his music "auto-physio-psychic"

Tn
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of Festival Artists

Saturday Night

Friday Night

rather than "jazz"), and the thoroughly
contemporary CJQ, one of last year's
favorites.
"We've wanted to produce a special
DETROIT BLUES show since before the
first Blues & Jazz Festival last year,"
explains John Sinclair, who, along with
Rainbow Multi-Media co-head Peter
Andrews, founded the Blues & Jazz Festival series in 1972. "But we held off the
first year because Detroit Blues is not very
well-known in this country, and we wanted
the Festival itself to get a little stronger
commercially so tha1! we could present this
music under the maximum possible
conditions.
"This is the direction we want to go,"
Sinclair added. "In years to come we intend to present more and more of the different aspects of the blues and jazz cultures all in their own special contexts."
The Detroit Blues Show was assembled
and is being produced by blues booker and
promoter Fred Reif (of Saginaw, Michigan)
along with Festival Talent Coordinator
Bill Belian and Sinclair (whose position
on the Festival staff is Creative Director).
Most of the musicians represented on
the DETROIT BLUES program are well
known and highly respected in Europe,
where many of them have toured. The first
opportunity for most of them to be seen
performing together in this country was
just this past July 15, when over 6,000
people came to Belle Isle in the Motor City
to attend the Detroit Blues Festival. The
Detroit event was co-produced by Michael
Whitty (a Ph.D. in Labor and Industrial
Relations and a teacher at the University
of Detroit) who also assisted in scheduling
the DETROIT BLUES segment of the Ann
Arbor Festival.
To be recorded in its entirety by the
Rainbow Productions division of Rainbow
Multi-Media (producers of the Blues & Jazz
Festival series), the Ann Arbor DETROIT
BLUES show will also provide all of the
material for a special two-record album
package that will be designed by Rainbow
Multi-Media and readied for reproduction
and distribution soon after the Festival's
completion.

ROOSEVELT SYKES

BIG WALTER NORTON

Honeydripper (Prestige 7722)
. Dnvm' Blues (Delmark 607)
Sykes In Europe IDelmerk 6161
Feel tike Blowin' My Horn (Delmark 632)

Big Walter Horton (Alligator 4702)
King of the Harmonica Players (Delta 1000)

Chicago Blues (Arhoolie F1037)

JOHN LEE
HOOKER

JIMMY REED
Very Best of Jimmy Reed (Buddah 4003)
I'm Jimmy Reed (VeeJay)
Rockm' with Reed (VeeJay)

REVOLUTIONARY ENSEMBLE
Revolutionary Ensemble (ESP 3007)

Carnegie Hall (VeeJay)
The Legend - The Man: Jimmy Raad (VeeJavl
CHARLES MINGUS

Hawk Squat (Delmark 6171
Com' To Chicago (Testament T 2218)
COUNT BASIE ft HIS ORCHESTRA
April In Pans (Verve 6-8012)
Afnque (Flying Dutchman 101381
Echoes of an Era -'Count Basic Years
(Roulette RE 1021
Super Chief (Columbia G 31224)
Verve's Choice, the Best of Count Basie
(Verve 68596

LEON THOMAS
Spirits Known and Unknown (Flying Dutchman 101151
Leon Thomas in Berlin (Fly D 101421
Karma. w/Pharoah Sanders (Impulse S-9138)

FREDDIE KING
Freddie King is a Blues Master (Cotillion 9004)
Getting Ready (Shelter 8905)
Hide Away (King 1059)
Ann Arbor Blues & Jazz Festival 1972 (Atlantic 2 502)

Saturday

Afternoon

YUSEF LATEEF
Best of Yusef Lateef (Atlantic 1591)
Complete Yusef Lateef (Atl. 1499)
Fabric of Jazz (Savoy 13008)
Jazz and the Sound of Nature (Savoy 312120)
Jazz for Thinkers (Savoy 12103. 13109)
Yusef Lateef's Detroit (Atlantic 1525)
Live At Pep's (Impulse 69)
Prayer to the East (Savoy 12117)

(Barnaby KS 31034)
Mingus, Mingus, Mingus (Impulse 54)
M.ngus Ravnind (Limjii^il JJ016)

FREDDIE

HIM;

GETT1MJ
MUSIC OF DETROIT SHOW
Detroit Blues The Early '50s (Blues Classics 12)
Detroit Blues: Vol. 6 (Kent 9006)
Dr. Ross Montreaux Blues Festival (Excello
38026)
The Harmonica Boss (Fortune
FS 30111
His First Recordings (Arhoolie
1065)
Baby Boy Warren - Story of the Blues (Negro
Art 12 SB 3571
Lightnm' Slim - Pure Blues Anthology (Sue)
The Life of Bobo Jenkins IBigStar 008-191
Shmand Warren - The Real Blues (Excello 8O11)

CJQ
Location (Strata)
,rmiA,i
Ann Arbor Blues & Jazz Festival 1972 (All.
2502)

MGHTY JOE YOUNG
Mighty Joe Young. A Touch of Soul (Delmark)

Sunday Alton

HOUND DOG TAYLOR & THE HOUSE
ROCKERS
Hound Dog Taylor & the Houserockers
(Alligator 47011
Ann Arbor Blues & Jazz Festival 1972 (Allan
tic 2 5021

INFINITE SOUND
no recordings as yet
JOE WILLIE WILKINS & THE KING BISCUIT
OYS FEATURING HOUSTON STACKHOUSE
Wilkins and the Boys - Sonny Boy Williamson (Blues Classics 9)
.
Wilkins - "It's Too Bad/Mister Down Child"
(45 on Mimosa 174)
Stackhouse - Mississippi Delta Blues. Vol. I one cut (Arhoohe 1041); Masters of Modern
Blues. Vol IV - four cuts (Testament 2215)

HOMESICK JAMES
Blues on the Southside (Prestige)
Alligator Man (Blues on Blues)
Chicago Blues (Sprvey 1003)
LUCILLE SPANN

The Bottom of the Blues, with Otis Spann
IBIuesway 6013)
Ann Arbor Blues & Jazz Festival 1972
Atlantic 2-5021
SUN RA &HISARKESTRA

VICTORIA SPIVEV
Women of the Blues {Victor LPV 534)
Kings and the Queen. Vol II (Spivey 1014)
Three Kings and the Queen ISpivey 1004)
Recorded Legacy of the Blues (Spivey 2001)
Victoria and Her Blues ISpivey 1002)
OftNETTE COLEMAN

MAY CMANLM

JOHN LEE HOOKER
Blues Originals Vol. 5 (Atlantic 7228)
It Serves You Right To Suffer (Impulse 8103)
Live at Soledad Prison (ABC X 761)
Urban Blues IBIuesway 6012)
Very Best of John Lee Hooker (Buddah 4002)
Johnny Lee (Blue Thumb 3130)

Art of Charles Mingus (Atlantic 2-302)
Baal of Charles Mingus (Atlantic 1555)
Batter Git It In Your Soul (Columbia G-306M
Charles Mingus and Friends in Concert
(Columbia KG 31614)
Charlas Mmgus Presents (Barnaby Z 30661)
Black Saint and the Sinner Lady (Impulse 36)
Mingus (Candid Recordings with Eric Dolprty)

I

Lrve at Mon'terey (Epic EG-30473)
Big Joe Turner:
Boss of the Blues (All. 1234)
Greatest Recordings (Atco 33-376)
Jumpin' The Blues (Arhoolie 2004)
Pea Wee Cray ton:
Things I Used To Do (Vanguard 6566)
Eddie "Cleanhead" Vinson
Cherry Red Blues (King 1087)
You Can't Make Love Along (Flying
Dutchman 31-10121

Sunday Night

Found Love (VeeJay)

J.B. HUTTO 8, THE HAWKS

JOHNNY OTIS SHOW

Best of Ray Chartai (Atlantic 16431
Ray Charles Livt (All. 2 5031
Geniuiof H«v Charles (Atl 1312)
Genius Plus Soul Equal! Jazz (Impulse 2)
Great Ray Charles (Atlantic 1259)
Greatest Ray Charlas (Atlantic 8054)
Man and His Soul (ABC 590)
25th Anniversary in Show Business (ABC 731)

Bast of Ornette Coleman (Atlantic 1558}
Town Hall Concert (ESP 1006)
Free Jazz (Atlantic 1364)
Friends and Neighbors (Flying Dutchman
101231
Ornette on Tenor (Atlantic 1394)
Science Fiction (Columbia KE 310611
Shape of Jazz to Come (All 1317)
Something Else (Contemporary 7551)
This Is Our Music (All. 1353)
Tomorrow is the Question (Contemp. 7569)

Heliocentric Worlds of Sun Ra Volumes 1 and 2
(ESP 1014 and 1017)
Nothing Is (ESP 1045)
Cosmic Tones for Mental Therapy (Sat. 408)
It's After the End of the World (BASF 20748)
Magic City (Sat. 7111
Space is the Place (Blue Thumb 41)
Atlantis (Impulse AS-9239)
Angels and Demons at Play (Saturn)
Ann Arbor Blues & Jazz Festival 1972 (All.
2-502)
When Sun Comas Out (Saturn)
LUTHER ALLISON
Luther Allison and His Blues Nebulae (Delmark)
Bad News is Comin' (Motown)

-sfltctton by John Sinclair -
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crash of flight 553

WTERGATE PAYMISTRESS MURDERED
The following article, by Carl Oglesby of the "Boston
I Phoenix," is an in-depth inquiry into the crash of United
\Airlines Flight 553, the plane crash on which Ms. E.
Howard Hunt, and some ten other people who in one
way or another represented a threat to the Nixon government, met their deaths. Since the article was first printed
in the "Phoenix, "several new facts substantiating the
theory that the plane was sabotaged by those wishing to
permanently silence Ms. Hunt and the others have come
I to light. The SUN has up-dated the article to include these
I facts. Most of the information came from Sherman Skol| nick, a private investigator in Chicago, who testified at
the National Transportation Board hearings on the crash
in June of this year. Skolnick managed to obtain the governments records on the crash, and he testified to the
hearing committee that those records show that there was
sabotage, robbery and murder involved in Flight 553's fatal
end. Skolnick has denounced the hearings and the safety
\ board, saying, "the Board are Nixon's puppets - like the
Warren Commission, they will ignore their own records in
\ order to continue saying that the Watergate plane crash
was an 'accident'. "
The established national press have thus far shied away
| from reporting Skolnick's findings, or from probing into
the mysteries and contradictions that surround the crash
I 'of Flight 553. The SUN believes that the following article
\ raises enough questions to warrant a full-scale review of
the crash and the circumstances that brought it about. If
I Ms. Hunt and the others on the flight were, in fact, mur\ dered, then no hearings into the crash or into the subterranean activities of the Waterbuggers can be concluded until those responsible for the murders and sabotage are exposed and made to answer for their crimes.
An explosive new aspect of the Watergate crisis is beginning to emerge from the United Airlines jetliner crash
last December 8 outside Chicago's Midway Airport in
which Dorothy Hunt, E. Howard's wife, and others
connected with Watergate met their deaths.
Mrs. Hunt was reported at the time to have been
carrying $10,000 in cash. This was tacitly reckoned to be
hush money paid her husband for pleading guilty in the
Sirica trial and so keeping the lid on Watergate. It was said
she was taking it to Chicago to buy a Holiday Inn franchise. It now appears she was carrying much more than
that.

Or Who Killed Dorothy Hunt

Skolnick operates out of a wheelchair in a home office at 9800 South Oglesby Ave. 60617,
through a group of investigative agents evidently
skiilful, trusty and brave. His group's name is Citizens'
Committee to Clean Up the Courts. He is its founder and
permanent chairman. No doubt his credibility suffers
something from the tainted character of the private
The crash was said to have happened because United
investigating profession, but on the other hand he is no
553's pilot. Captain Wendell Whitehouse, stalled out his
hotel
dick and his credentials are impressive as are the someequipment trying to pull up too rapidly when he suddenly
found himself closing in the fog with another liner headed times spectacular results he gets. Ex-superlib Otto Kerner,
for example, nailed last year for bribery and extortion,
for the same runway.
would not have been nailed without Skolnick's persisNo conclusive evidence could be presented for this
view because both flight recorders (missing in the wreckage tence against disbelief, and half the Illinois Supreme
Court would not have been busted for fraud two years
for two days), though designed and mounted specifically
before.
to survive such crashes with data intact, failed. And
Beginning with the crash details and working outwards
there was a confusing report from one of two conflicting
from fact to surmise to discovery, Skolnick reaches an
| coroners. Cook County and the FAA, that Whitehouse
over-all view of Watergate strikingly close to the view
actually died before the crash, suddenly, as though from
I've been exploring since my first McCord article in the
massive heart attack. And no explanation has been given
April 3 Phoenix ("Three Versions of McCord") but
as to why Flight 553 was scheduled into Chicago's Midway Airport, an airport described by the New York Times which I arrived at by way of a general thesis about the
structure of American political experience. Trimmings
as "little used" and "almost deserted."
out, the thesis is that primary, traditional and contemThe overwhelming coincidence of Mrs. Hunt's
porary conflict within our society is rooted in a strugpresence disoriented the event and made it stick out.
gle between two regional power centers, once South
The accidental sudden death of public people at the
and
North, later East and West, today Northeast and
most dramatic moment possible will have always a
Southwest. Yankee and Cowboy.
kind of charm for a kind of collector. It rivets everyCowboy structure is apparent at a distance in Nixon's
| one's attention. It seems wrong and unreal. It distresses
southern-rim strategy linking Miami, New Orleans, Dallas,
the collective curiosity.
Houston, Phoenix, Las Vegas, and Los Angeles conservative
The accusation of sabotage is being made in earnest
elites around such basic interests as southern oil and westif not yet in desperation by a private investigator in
ern wheat, textiles and defense.
Chicago, Sherman Skolnick, whom none of the mainline
Opposed to this is the Northeastern neo-New Dealism
media press will take seriously. "Dwight Chapin," Skolof the Kennedy group based politically on an urban
nick told me in a lengthy phone interview last week,
coalition of working blacks and whites around a middle"is exercising his and United's heaviest kind of clout'to
class program of engineered sociaUprogress, more subtle
make sure this story doesn't get into the media."
forms of foreign intervention than the Bay of Pigs and
Chapin ot course is the former White House and
the Vietnam War, and the integration of world capitalism
Creep (Committee to Re-elect the President) official
under general American multicorporate leadership.
who appeared to leave Nixon last January to take a
Skolnick and Watergate
top executive job with United Airlines. Because he
Skolnick's path into the heart of Watergate through the
grumbled something when he left Washington about
Midway crash was indirect and even accidental, though the
"blowing the whistle if he had to," people assumed there
accident was wholly logical once it happened.
had been some struggle in which Chapin had either
We pick up the thread in September 1971 when his
forced his way out or got ejected. On the contrary, the
ace man Alex Bottos and other staff members started
direction of Skolnick's idea is that Chapin was one of
looking quietly into a number of mysterious deaths conthe Nixon Creeps more than ever when he went to
nected with court actions pending against Northern
United, that he was in fact sent to United by Nixon in
Natural Gas Co. in Hammond, Ind., Chicago, and
order to assert Creep influence if not control over
Omaha. This is the same Northern Natural whose lawyers
United's potentially dangerous in-house crash investiBlodgett and Krueger, according to Skolnick, will brinj
ition.

them, as long as it was limited only to the August crime.
They were unwilling to allow the Sarelli prosecution to
spread to the crimes commited in respect to United flight
553 because that involved the pipeline- Watergate."
On February 27 the FAA opened what it called
"public" hearings on the 553 crash under Chairwoman
Isabel Burgess, Board of Inquiry, US National Transportation Board. On March 1 Skolnick presented Burgess
with a letter outlining his claims and requesting an
opportunity to present his facts in a regular public
hearing. Burgess rejected this request immediately
without explanation or comment. On March 2 Skolnick
filed a civil suit against her and denounced the hearings
as "a sham and a pretense." Subsequently Skolnick was
granted an appearance and did testify before the Board,
though they have yet to act on his discoveries.
On March 3, as Skolnick wrote to Hunt, "Strike
Force star witness, informant and confidential source
Alex Bottos was spirited away by federal marshals for
so-called 'mental observation' for 60 days to forever
without written charges, without a trial or a hearing.
The Sarelli mob has been quietly released on all
charges.
Bottos was released in mid-April through the intervention of the Northwest Indiana Crime Commission,
a watchdog agency. He had been held 40 days at the
maximum security Federal Prison Hospital in Springfield, Mo.

the so-called Mitchell documents aboard United 553 two
and a half years later.
In brief, the Mitchell documents implicate Northern
Natural's competitor El Paso Gas in a 1969 deal in which
Mitchell quashed Justice Department antitrust suits in
return for El Paso contributions to the Creep fund.
The documents are accounted valuable for their
blackmail potential and were first flashed by Chicago
Congressman Daniel Rostenkowski in 1971 in order to
force Mitchell to back away from Kerner. Today Skolnick
kicks himself for being the funnel through which Mitchell
leaked information on Rostenkowski which discredited
and silenced him and evidently forced hijn to hand over
the documents. Skolnick says they do not show up again
until two days after the Midway crash when their availability is reported on the underworld market at a price of
$5 million. Skolnick thinks they have been snapped up
by Nixon.
With the Northern Natural investigation simmering
last summer (indictments came down against company
officials last Sept 8, within a few days of which five more
government witnesses died) Bottos drew a new and
apparently disconnected assignment: to infiltrate the
Joseph Sarelli mob.
The Sarelli mob is said to be a high-technology
speciality group active for the last several years in the
in-flight theft of major securities shipped by the airlines in secret compartments which they know about.
Bottos was among them in time for their theft of
$2.5 million in Brinks securities from a North-Central
jetliner during its 20 minute flight from Chicago to
Milwaukee last August 17. Bottos of course informed
and the Justice Department began preparing a case
around his testimony.
There being no need to surface, Bottos stayed inside
the Sarelli mob. He was in it when the Midway crash
occured.
He did not surface until January when the mob was
busted for the August robbery, about the same time that
Chapin was going from Creep to United.
"In February 1973," writes Skolnick in his mid-April
letter to Hunt in prison, "the Strike Force (i.e., Justice
Department lawyers prosecuting Sarelli mobsters) found
out that the same air robbery gang was involved in robbing
important and sensitive documents from United flight
553 and in sabotaging the airplane to cover up the murders. The Strike Force, headquartered in Chicago and
answerable only to Nixon, was perfectly willing to bring
a criminal investigation against the Sarelli mob and arrest

alive if they absconded with the precious papers, Blod1 gett and Krueger nevertheless boarded 553. To my mind
strangely, Skolnick thinks their presence with Mrs. Hunt
was a coincidence. Both the securities in the amount of
$2 million and the $50,000 cash she was carrying would
quite logically be stashed in the same super-safe place
Mitchell would keep his gamiest secrets in. What if she
liberated these documents and laid them on Blodgett
and Krueger?
Add a fifth passenger to this list - not connected
to Watergate and actually one of the 15 survivors:
HAROLD METCALF.

He is a Sarelli hit man, says Skolnick, a Mafia
Ishmael whose unique contribution to the understanding of Midway is the detail that not his own
but at least the following independent contracts
were working in connection with United 553:
a. The cyanide murder of the specific Watergate
figures, mainly Mrs. Hunt. This was Metcalf, freaked
to discover that what had hired him to poison her
had hired someone else to destroy the airplane as
a whole, and thus himself. And who was therefore
talkative.
b. Another cyanide hit on the pilot.
c. At least two acts of technical sabotage, the
altimeter and the runway ILS, either of which could
have caused the crash by itself.
d. The technically flashy theft of the securities
and the Mitchell documents.
Reconstruction

I have been proposing that we regard McCord
as an anti-Creep, anti Nixon agent of a Yankee CIA
who penetrated the secret group around Nixon in
order to expose it, precisely as Skolnick says, by
contriving the bust of the lot of them that night last
June.
Sherman Skolnick (in wheelchair) and Alex J. Bottos, Jr. (in sunglasses) !
1 mention this (a) because besides Martha Mitchell,
on the steps of the U.S. Capitol Building, July 4, describe sabotage of
Skolnick is the only other person who makes this
claim, and (b) because it reverberates with me that
passenger liner as part of Watergate coverup.
McCord talks of Mrs. Hunt so much in his incredible
cyanide and startling that he should have shown so
memoranda and without ever saying anything directly
much. You can't get four times a lethal dose by breathsuggests that she was disaffected from her husband,
ing because a fourth of the way through you die and
Creep and Nixon altogether, increasingly so in the
stop breathing. A 3.9 level implies ingestion or inagitated weeks before December 8 when she knew
jection, and either of these implies foul play.
she would have to talk to the grand jury. McCord
The first bureacrat Ann talked to confessed that the
makes it clear they shared one another's anxieties.
cause of the crash was still undetermined, only to volA
week before the crash they again discussed the
unteer later that "sabotage has been ruled out."
vastness of Nixon's predicament.
"Who ever brought it up?" said Ann.
We can prove nothing from all this, of course;
Skolnick's Story
"It comes up."
but I think we have sufficiently suggestive detail
For Skolnick the most powerful proof of the in"If you don't know why the aircraft crashed, how
from Skolnick's work, from McCord's rich testimony,
volvement of the Sarelli mob in the robbery of 553
do you know it wasn't sabotage?"
and from analysis of the unfolded event to support a
would be the word of his agent Bottos who was then
"Because it has been ruled out."
speculation along the following line:
working on the inside. But besides this Skolnick
When she got to cyanide a second bureaucrat had
Dorothy Hunt was making a break from Creep
marshals a range of fragmentary detail around the
to rescue the first. This one asked to be called "the board."
on December 8. The "very high-priced lawyer" Skolnick
crash sufficient for an argument that it must have
"I'm the board. I'll answer all your questions."
says she was to meet in Chicago may very well have
been sagotaged, and from a speculation around these
"Why does Whitehouse show so much cyanide?"
been some associate of McCord or Fensterwald, somefragments the role of the Sarelli mob comes into
"It's from the burning plastic."
one on the Yankee, anti-Nixon side.Her arrival in
v
focus as a logical and reasonable possibility.
"Four units?"
Chicago could have been shot like a Berlin Wall scene
1. We have already noted the two-day-long loss
"It was only 0.21."
at the happy end of a dangerous escape, had she
of 553's crashproof recorders in the nose and tail and
"Then you've been up-dated or I've got a faked
landed safely. Michele Clark would have established
their vastly improbable double failure.
FAA report, but I'm looking at 3.9."
the story with the media, supplying the kind of
2. The tower tape is said to show that the crash
The next day the board verified the 3.9 level,
security through visibility that UPl's Helen Thomas
came suddenly, no warning, which is out of key with
agreed that it was suggestive, but declined further
supplies for Martha Mitchell and the paparrazzi for
the theory that Whitehouse was trying to avoid a
comment because he could not speak as an expert.
Jackie Kennedy. Blodgett and Krueger would have
collision.
We need not be so dry. (If the 3.9 level is right, 553's
safely stowed the Mitchell documents. And Mrs. Hunt
3. Skolnick's sources (he evidently has informants
pilot was poisoned.)
would have been in from the cold.
in the FAA) tell him there was a pinprick in the altimeter,
SKOLNICK'S cardinal claims involve the WaterShe must have moved quickly when the time finally
making it malfunction.
gate figures who died on 553. He claims now to have
came to take what she needed for power and to find
4. Unaccountably to Midway tower people, Skolnick
identified ten passengers linked some way or another
the way out. By the time inner Creep loyalists saw
says, the electronic landing system on 553's runway
to Watergate. We will stay with four principals.
what was happening - which may have been quickly;
(Midway has only one ILS runway) was turned off
1. DOROTHY HUNT. Skolnick describes her
maybe this whole thing was a chase - there may have
shortly before 553's arrival.
as the Secret Creep paymaster who spoke in her
been too little time to stop her except through the
5. Chicago police whom he trusts told Skolm'ck.
sphere with the authority of Nixon, but who was
Sarelli mob, which had the unique organizational and
that immediately after the crash the vicinity was
disaffected from the task and her husband, to whom
technical resources neededlo provide 100% certainty
blocked off by dozens of what the police called "fedshe was married "only technically." She emerges too
of kill on zero notice and would find $7 million an
eral people." The nearest federal office was 15 miles
in McCord's occasional memoranda as apparently
unrefusable offer.
from the crash scene. William D. Ruckelshaus, acting
troubled by the worsening criminality of the Nixon
Director of the FBI, admitted later in a letter to the
group. McCord shows her again saying her husband
National Transportation Safety Board, that it was a
had
enough on Nixon "to blow the White House out
fact that 50 FBI agents were on the scene within 45
of the water."
minutes of the crash. Ruckelshaus gave no explanation
(The Black Panther, July 14, 1973) - Following the
Besides the $10,000 cash found in her purse,
for the number or proximity of the FBI's operatives.
assassination attempt on Governor George Wallace, Gem6. When plastic burns in a crash it gives off cyanide gas m Skolnick's informants say she was carrying $40,000
stone/Watergate conspirators planted copies of the Black
in new hundreds traceable to the Barker fund, plus
potentially lethal doses, which lexicologists set at 1.0
Panther newspaper in the Milwaukee room of Arthur
$2 million in American Express securities made out
g/ml. The FAA report to Burgess reads: "Civil AeroBremer, the would-be assassin, in an attempt to implicate |
to
cash.
The
Government
Accounting
Office
says
medical Institute, Aviation Toxicology Laboratory,
the Black Panther Party in the assasination.
Creep spent $10 million in unreported funds. If this
Oklahoma City, examined specimens from three airAccording to Donald Freed, editor of the Los Angeles]
gives some indication of the size of the secret budget,
craft occupants. Results were as follows (for cyanide):
then.it makes sense to see the two million Mrs. Hunt
based Citizen's Research and Investigating Committee,
Capt. Whitehouse, 3.9 g/ml; Flight Officer Coble,
"Had Wallace died there would have been absolute belief
was carrying as one of several probably scattered Creep
none; first class passenger, none."
on the part of most Wallace followers, as of most of the
accounts.
7. On December 9, the day after the crash, Egil
2. MICHELE CLARK. United says she was travelcountry, that his murder was a conspiracy in general and
Krogh was appointed Undersecretary of Transportation,
ing coach while Mrs. Hunt was in the first-class cabin.
a Black Panther Party conspiracy in particular. I think
supervising both the National Transportion Safety
But shades of Dorothy Killgalen who died on the verge
there would have been riots or burnings, shootings and
Board and the FAA, the two government agencies
of "blowing the JFK killing wide open," this bright
midnight rides.
involved in the crash investigation. Krogh was a core
CBS
reporter
was
known
to
be
in
hot
pursuit
of
a
"Within hours of the attempted assassination at a
member of the covert White House security force and
Watergate angle. Skolnick claims to have witnesses
Laurel, Maryland shopping center on May 15th, Charles
was also involved in the break-in at Ellsberg's psychisaying they saw her with Mrs. Hunt before and that
W. Colson, the arch-conspirator of Operation Gemstone,
atrist's office.
the two boarded together.
contacted Howard Hunt, his agent handler, and hatched
8. Ten days later, December 19, Nixon's deputy as3. & 4. RALPH BLODGETT AND JAMES KRUEGER,
the plot," said Freed. "It was their decision to use an unsistant and White House CIA liaison, Alexander P. Butthe two Northern Natural lawyers. They were among a
dercover agent in the Milwaukee area in order to implicatd
terfield, was made head of the FAA.
group of nine pipeline lobbyists who somehow had come
the Black Panther Party in the event of a national
into possession of the Mitchell documents, important to
emergency should Governor Wallace die."
AN INDEPENDENT INVESTIGATOR named Ann
their company in its court hassles as a means of blackThe plot to plant the paper was carried out by an
Koutso working with Skolnick from the East Coast
mailing the Justice Department through Mitchell and
agent entering the police-guarded boarding house using
phoned up the National Transport Safety Board in
Nixon, and they were trying to get them safely out
credentials of TIPS (Trans-International Press Service),
Washington last week and tried to check out the cyanide
of Washington.
an intelligence front based in Los Angeles, explained
story. It seemed after all rather strange that only Captain
Anonymously tipped they would not reach Chicago
Freed.
Whitehouse among the three in the cockpit showed
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Sexism in the Bars
WOMEN ARE NOT CHICKS
Several months ago I was sitting at a bar
with a male friend of mine enjoying the
band and watching the bar scene. All was
peaceful until a man approached my friend
and very politely asked him if he could
dance with his "wife" (referring to me). I
immediately made it clear that I was not a
"wife" and that I tremendously resented
the fact that he did not ask me directly if
I wanted to dance with him. It was insulting
that he regarded me as someone else's
property, unable to make decisions con- v
cerning my own actions. He ignored my
responses and continued to ask my friend
if it would be all righ to d,ance with me,

now referring to me as a "girlfriend".
Obviously, this is not an isolated incident in the way men relate to women in
bars, on the streets, in the homes. An
experience such as this is mild as compared
to aggressive, grabby, multi-formed propositions that women are harassed with daily
by men who hold onto a chick consciousness about sisters.
Let me explain, referring most directly
to the .harassment felt by many women
in a bar situation. Often when I walk
through a bar I feel like prey. I do not believe this is an individual paranoid fear
since many other women I've spoken to

Mighty Joelbung
and his Chicago Blues Band

Aug. 13,14,15
2Sho\vsNiiUitly~

agree with me. Many men x-ray vision
women to see if they're physically suitable,
and to check if they're alone. A sister is
considered alone if she's with other sisters.
They then advance and pounce.
All too often when men approach
women it is in this aggressive manner.
Many men feel it is their obligation to
"release" a sister from the company of
another sister and sometimes get angry
if women prefer to stay together or even
if she wants to be by herself. Often men
really want to dance and unfortunately
feel weird about dancing with their men
friends or with a group of people, so they
prowl around for a female dancing partner,
jumping from table to table soliciting any
fairly attractive women.
I don't want to indicate that men should
stop asking women to dance at bars. It's
the manner in which many men approach
us that is in question.
Many women encourage this behavior
in men by playing the role of chiclchicks
and feeling their importance defined by
their ability to lure the most attractive
man (or biggest dope dealer, or most successful rock & roll star) who will relate to
them as a pretty plaything.

We need to stop looking at people as
objects to exploit, and search past physical
facades to inner energies and sensitivities.
Bars should be places where people can
meet, dance and have a good time in a
relaxed atmosphere. However, until women
feel that approaches by men are not pure
bedroom solicitations; until men relate to
women as people with the ability to think
and act intelligently and independently;
until women also think of themselves that
way; and until men and women can relate
sensitively to each other without gender
differentiation, meeting and making friends
in bars will remain difficult.
- Barbara Weinberg

673 E.tl. Ami Arbor
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The highly unusual adventures of Captain Yossarian. Director Mike
Nichols lampoons war movies and cliches as he condemns today's
madness. Martin Balsom, Arthur Garfunkel, Alan Arkin, John Voigt,
Orson Welles, Anthony Perkins.

wholesale prices.
Allow 2-3 weeks for delivery.
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Book Review

The Politics OfLying
There are currently, Wise states, over one
million classified documents in Washington,
and any federal employee can classify a
document as "secret" at any time. The cost
The Watergate exposes have made it unto the Taxpayer for unnecessary classifideniably clear to the American people that
cation alone is about $50 million a year, a
the Nixon administration lies to protect its
price tag-that is doubly painful in light of
own. The Pentagon Papers revealed the deWise's assertion that the secrecy system
ceit practiced by the Johnson regime, the
"makes it possible for officials ... to
Bay of Pigs was J.F.K.'s most sensational
practice the right to lie ... permits the
cover-up, and Eisenhower lied through his
government to tell the people selective
teeth when his LI-2 spy plane was shot out
tru'h "
of the sky over Russia. In his new book,
For example, Wise makes the frighten"The Politics of Lying," author David Wise
provides us with in-depth documentation of ing revelations that the CIA maintained a
guerilla training camp for anti-communist
the fact that government lying is not just a
Tibetans right here in the U.S.A., high in
matter of the occasional, isolated incidents
that make national scandals. Wise'-, thought- the Rocky Mountains. And there are today
eight men in the country who, on orders
ful and thorough analysis in this very readfrom the President, would report to a
able book shows that government lying is a
secret headquarters in Maryland and set up,
political way of life, practiced day in and
day out by the highest officials in this land. in less than one hour, national censorship of
all news media. "They would act as arbiters
This on-going process of deception
of what the public would be allowed to
serves several purposes. Information, according to Wise, is "shaped and packaged by read, see and hear," and they "can be
ordered into action anytime the President
the government, and sold to the public
.. . wishes to do so." We interrupt this
through the media. The government lies to
broadcast. . . Wise explains the maze-like
manipulate public opinion, to generate
secrecy system in lucid detail: "policy
public support. .. and to silence its critics.
Ultimately, it lies to stay in power." Shades makers," he writes, "who wish to mislead
the public . .. can do so as easily as reachof Watergate - how is it that we have all
ing for the rubber stamp. In short, lying
been made such dupes of the power-monand secrecy are two sides of the same coin."
gers in Washington?
To insure that only the right information
Wise breaks the government's deception
gets out, there are the government's own
strategy down into three major areas Madison Avenue public relations (p.r.) boys.
secrecy about its policies and practices; a
Such as Charles, the-hatchet-man, Colson,
highly-developed public relations operation
designed to distort events into keeping with who arranged for President Nixon to receive an honorary hard hat from New York
the desired government image; and pressure
construction workers. Or Ronald Ziegler,
on the media to print and broadcast only
who scheduled Nixon's 1972 return flights
favorable news.
from China and the Soviet Union to arrive,
Government secrecy rests on a classifiat prime time so all the television audiences
cation system coordinated by the Director
in America could witness the spectacular.
of the CIA, a system that "is so complex
Or the Defense Information School, where
not even its practitioners understand it."

military p.r. men get training, according to
one instructor, "in how to be slippery before the press." Nixon personally employs
sixty p.r. staffers, and the Defense Department boasts the largest p.r. staff (3,076)
people) and budget ($44.7 million a year)
in the government -- got to sell those wars . .
"The . . . federal information machine,"
Wise sums up, "has one primary purpose:
the selling of the government The machine
markets its one product - ihe President
and his administration - by distributing
an official version of truth."
In the last major secuun ot the oook
Wise tells how, if all else fails and the government still looks as bad as it is, the national
media comes under fire. Agnew's spurious
attacks are the most famous example of
this facet of the government's control game,
but Wise uncovers many more techniques
employed by the image-makers in Washington. "By telephone, letter and personal
visits, the administration made its displeasure
known," when national television networks
broadcast critical or negative reports.
"Continuous behind-the-scenes pressure,"
in such forms as initiating FBI investigations of newspaper reporters, excluding reporters from important news leaks, or calling them in to the White House for a little
chat and warning with rialdeman - all
these types of intimidation and more are
enumerated by Wise.
Although he gives the history of government manipulation of information in several
different administrations, Wise reserves his
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fiercest criticisms for Nixon's crew, and it
is the section on the press that emerges as
the most informative and forceful in the
book. "Richard Nixon unleashed," Wise
contends, "the strongest, most highly coordinated, and, ultimately, the most dangerous attack on the free press since the
Alien and Sedition Acts." Nixon "not only
placed a wide range of unprecedented
pressures on the press," but also "made a
concerted effort to undermine public confidence in the news media." Wise quotes
Walter Cronkite as saying that Nixon attacked the press "to raise the credibility of
the administration. I have charged that this
is a conspiracy," Cronkite goes on, "I don't
regret my use of that word."
It has been said that "the power to define
is the power to control," and with this book.
David Wise discloses for the first time the
extent to which the government does, indeed, define information and, thereby, control the people. "The Politics of Lying" is
jam-packed with shocking, honest, hardcore investigative reporting, and, for those
who would understand how and why the
people in Washington pervert the truth to
their own ends, it is not to be missed.
-By Mary Wreford
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Friday Night
FREDDIE KING • LEON THOMAS
COUNT BASIE & his ORCHESTRA
J.R. HUTTO & the HAWKS
The REVOLUTIONARY ENSEMRLE
ROOSEVELT SYKES
Saturday Afternoon_______
MUSIC of DETROIT with JOHN LEE
HOOKER • YUSEF LATEEF • CJQ • Dr.
Ross • Little Mack • Little Junior • Arthur
Gunter • Baby Boy Warren • Johnnie Mae
Matthews • One String Sam • Eddie Burns
Boho Jenkins • Mr. Bo • Boogie Woogie Red
Lightnin' Slim • Washboard Willie
Saturday Night_____________
The RAY CHARLES SHOW 73 starring Ray
Charles ft his Raelettes • CHARLES MINGUS

arm arbor
BLUES
JAZZ
festival
1973
"A Real
Good Time"

IIMMY REED BIG WALTER HORTON

Sunday Afternoon_________
The JOHNNY OTIS SHOW • ORNETTE
COLEMAN QUARTET • VICTORIA SPIVEY
HOUSTON STACKHOUSE • INFINITE SOUND
Sunday Night______________
LUTHER ALLISON • SUN RA & his Arkestra
LUCTLLE SPANN • HOMESICK JAMES
MIGHTY JOE YOUNG • HOUND DOG
TAYLOR £ the HouseRockers

Otis Spann
Memorial Field
September 7-8-9
A limited number
of series tickets are
available in advance
ONLY—get yours
now!
Ann Arbor residents
$16.00, other folks
$20.00-OUTLETS:

ANN ARBOR: World
Headquarters Record
Store, Little Things,
Discount Records
(S.U.), Rainbow
Trucking YPSILANTI:
Ned's Bookstore
Hear the ANN ARBOR
BLUES & JAZZ FESTIVAL
1972 on Atlantic SD-2-502
and BAP-TIZUM, the Art
Ensemble of Chicago in
performance, Atlantic
SD-I639
produced by
media
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Milan Model for Federal
Mind
The following letter VMS written by David
Saxner, presently a prisoner at Milan Pri
son. Milan is a Federal Correctional Insti
tution with minimum security (which
doesn 't exclude gun towers). Its poputution of 18-25 year old men serves as a
guinea for the latest federal prison pro
grams.
Just recently an article appeared in the
Ann Arbor News depicting and lauding the
rehabilitation programs here at the Milan
Federal Correctional Institution. This
piece of news was yet another loud, distorted ar\d deceiving utilization of media
sources t6 feed propaganda to the people.
The story was a blatant example of the onesided view, the totally subjective view that
prison officials tell the press. Entitled "How
Many Programs At Milan Federal Prison?
Plenty!", this article spoke nothing of the
realities adjunct to the rehabilitation programs; it said nothing about the totally
arbitrary and petty rules all prisoners here
are confronted by; it said nothing of a
system that was designed to demoralize
and dehumanize a man; and it said nothing
about the prisoners having to compromise
their humanity and dignity to make "advances."
The administrators see us (prisoners) as
social "deviants" whose behavioral patterns
need to be "modified" so when we re-enter
the community we'll be able to fit in to,
or conform to, "accepted" lifestyles and
values. Our values are formed as a result of
our past social, economic and religious
backgrounds - from our class background.
And if you look at matters very closely you
might notice that "crimes" are actually
coerced by the economic inadequacies and
abnormalities of society. In many cases
there are only certain avenues (low paying
jobs, crime, etc.) open to people when it
comes to their families' survival.
The federal prison system has altered
its approach in trying to curb crime. Where
they used to apply a more physical oppression, exhausting austere punitive measures
(still practiced in many state prisons, now
they rely on administering a different,
psychological oppression. To convey my
point specifically and get back to the main
theme too, I'm going to use Milan for my
example of psychological oppression.
There is one specific incident which

Shock and Drug Conditioning

as far as saying that the prisoner should become an actor, that he was faking his efforts.
One especially brutal use of electroShortly thereafter a dummy made of
shock at Vacaville is in the attempt to
sand was placed in the middle of the room.
"cure" homosexuals. The person is shown
Again the caseworker instructed the prisoner
"homosexual movies" while his penis is
to try harder to express himself, this time
wired. When he becomes sexually excited,
hitting the dummy instead of the chair.
his penis is shocked. He is then shown
And again the prisoner stood in the middle
"heterosexual movies", and rather than
of the room pounding this sand dummy
shock, he receives positive reinforcement.
for approximately ten more minutes.
Emetics (drugs which cause nausea) are
used in the same manner as shock treatFinally, the prisoner was so exhausted
he had to stop hitting the dummy. What
ment. A 'criminal' is shown a movie of a
was so outrageous about this was the fact
bank robbery. The drug causes him to bethat after being subjected to this ludicrous
come violently sick. If repeated often, the
and oppressive "treatment," the caseworker
subject becomes nauseous at the thought
told the prisoner he felt the efforts he made
of robbing banks.
were not expressed as real or as fully as
they should and could have been.
Dig this.
A week later the caseworker told the
The setting ... a prisoner who is being
prisoner he didn't qualify for the NARA
"treated" is standing in the center of a room program and eventually, after a short
filled with other NARA prisoners who
period of hassles, the caseworker referred
comprise this so-called "therapeutic comthe case back to the judge for regualr
munity"; the man in charge of the NARA
sentencing. The pathetic part of this entire
program from the U.S. Bureau of Prisons
ordeal was that at the end of this "reality
has flown in from Washington to witness
therapy" session, where the prisoner was
the practices of the most successful NARA
ostracized in his basic stance as a human
Unit in the federal prison system; the sesbeing, both of his hands were broken!
sion is being run by the caseworker (top
This kind of psychological oppression,
cat) of the NARA Unit here at Milan.
is
a
violation of human dignity. It is ignorant
(Before I go on 1 need to make one
and serves no useful purpose, reliabilitationpoint very clear. The prisoners who are
al or otherwise. It can only embed a bittersentenced under the Narcotics Addicts
Drugs Used for Pacification
ness in a prisoner experiencing it, and can
Rehabilitation Act are study cases and sent
only cause adverse effects on the prisoner,
to prison without an actual sentence. In
The following paragraph and the other
the prisoner population, and ultimately,
essence
their
sentences
are
put
in
abeyance
paragraphs in bold on this page are reprint
society.
until the caseworker files a report on the
ed from WIN magazine.
individual stating whether or not he "qualAnother thing I would like to discuss is
"Prolixin," a much more powerful coun- ifies" for the program. You qualify for
the ilk of movies used to pacify the prisonterpart of thorazine, is a depressant which
the program in you can convince the caseers here. Movies pull the prisoners away
sometimes lingers in effect for two weeks
worker, through your expressions during
from their free time, the logic applied beand causes recurrent nightmares. It is wide- group sessions, that you really want to
ing: if a prisoner has extra time to think
y used to pacify "assaultive inmates." It
kick your drug habit and "rehabilitate"
about his oppression, abnormal environreduces the prisoner to a vegetable, who is
yourself. If the caseworker considers your
ment, reading, writing, and rapping to
efforts unauthentic he refers your case
unable to think clearly or react with emoother prisoners to gain collective knowback to the judge for sentencing.)
tion. Reduced to such a state, the subject
ledge of their plight, he may act in a manBack to the incident . . .
at least in the short run, will be more vulner to liberate himself. On the oilier hand,
The caseworker instructed the "patient" if they can be lured into the movies they
nerable to modification of his behavior.
that the chair in the middle of the room
Another, even more frightening drug,
would lose these few extra hours a week for
was to represent his girlfriend, who termwhich has been used in the California
gaining understanding when they're not
inated her involvement with him when he
"rison system is acetine. Acetine works
working, schooling, grouping or participating
came to prison. Knowing the prisoner was
as a muscle relaxant when the user is unin "thearpy."
lathe past five or six weeks here are
conscious. If the drug is administered when upset about losing his girlfriend, the caseworker told the prisoner he was to express
some of the movies we've had at Milan:
he subject is conscious, however, it slows
his frustrations by hitting the chair.
The Swedish Fly Girls; The Swappers; The
leartbeat, causes respiratory arrest, and
For the next ten minutes this prisoner
iterally makes the subject feel as if he is
Savage Messiah; 1000 Convicts and a Wostood in the center of this room striking
dying. That this drug can break spirit is
man; Curious Female; and The Vampire
the chair to express his upsetness to the
Lovers.
dramatically shown by its use on Tupacaseworker, the NARA representative from
maros guerillas in Uraguay. While on this
Needless to say these movies are all sexdrug, many guerillas gave information about Washington, and the other prisoners of the
ist in nature. Sex and violence are the two
NARA Unit. During the course of this
:heir free comrades, leading to mass arrest
qualities in almost every movie shown here.
ten minutes the prisoner was being screamed Consequently .when the prisoners come out
and the temporary decimation of their
at by the caseworker to express himself
political group. ______________
of the movies their inner frustrations have
more: he was being pushed by the casebeen compounded. They see movies filled
worker to strike the chair with more force!
with fucking and killing. Yet. here we are
And the harder he hit the chair, the louder
came down recently in one of NARA's
caged up with no women, which is one
the caseworker would scream he should
(Narcotics Addicts Rehabilitation Act)
aspect of the abnormal environment spoken
"therapeutic" sessions which 1 would like
express himself more.
of earlier. Therefore, after a movie the
to expound on to show the contradictions
After the ten minutes elapsed his hands
prisoners' feelings (which contributed to Iris
were puffy from hitting the chair and he
between the administration's PR to the
coming to prison in the first place) of
stopped swinging. The caseworker went
press and the realities of their programs.
wanting to attain a "cool" status has been

reinforced- "coolness" encompasses killing or fighting if bothered, not working,
exploiting women, and accumulating
money by any means necessary.
The heaver mind-fucks come as a result
of the prisoners withholding their inner
feelings, suppressing their political beliefs,
and giving up their humanity and dignity
to gain privileges that cannot be gained any
other way. this is a result of cooperating,
programming, and, in general, submissive
Therapy Subverted

At Marion, the Asklepsion Society is a
voluntary therapeutic community where
cooperative inmates get together and
practice the theories of Berne's transactional
analysis and Janov's primal scream. The
"openness" of these groups is used as a
guise for obtaining information about inmates to be used against them by corrections
officials at appropriate times. Inmates are
encouraged to admit violations of rules and
to inform on other inmates. One prisoner, a
member of a transactional analysis group,
took part in a discussion about homosexuality. After having been attacked by a
corrections officer and beaten, he was
transferred to the hole of another institution. His record showed him to be a
"chronically assaultive homosexual".
Whatever th merit of transactional analysis
and group therapy may be on the street
when administered by concerned
physicians, its use in prisons is both devious
and vicious.
behavior for rewards. It's as if the administration says. . . alright, be a good dog,
don't bark, and allow yourself to be walked
and. in turn, we'll give you a bone.
The trend in federal (and some state)
prisons is toward increased use of such
'psychological weapons as behavior modification, psychosurgery. electric shock treatment, lobolomy. thora/me and other
tranquilizers. Such unnatural and inhuman
methods of treatment could only be
practices in a society similar to ours a
society that values money and property
above the value of human beings and their
mental health. And while the upper echelon
of our government commits crimes in a
magnitude exceeding the crimes we
(prisoners) are jailed for, it is we who are
mistreated, called social "deviants."
"criminals," "insane." and "sick." Moreover, these same government officials are
the people who we are supposed to respect,
admire, and use as an example to set out
own values and lifestyles around. Yet. the
only positive thing I can see about setting
my lifestyle and values around that of our
government officials is. if 1 were to be like
them and commit criminal acts, it is more
than likely t|iat I would never be caught.
And, if I were to get caught it would almost be assured that I could avoid any
prosecution that would result in my conviction and jailing.
-David Saxner
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For Sale: King size lap seam waterbed and frame
for sale. Price negotiable, Call Barbara, 761-7148.

Needed: Electrician to wire thermostats. Call
429-4393.

Shy wallflower type sister trying to desperately
to break out of very lonely shell. Please help in
any way you can offer. Need no more therapy,
just some real people and communication. Call
665-5453.

For Sale: Bedroom set. Antique wood vanity
chest, and double bed. $800 or best offer. Call
Tim at 485-7597 or 489-0701 after 6.
Wanted: Bass player for tasteful, commercial
traveling show band. Own equipment and rock
and roll clothes necessary. Professionally
experienced only. Call Ted 453-9247.

Wanted: Coffeemaker for Ann^Arbor SUN. Call
761-7148.
FOR SALE: '66 Dodge Van - leaving country.
$200 or best offer. Call Chris or leave message
at 429-7230.

NEW BE/IDS ARRIVING^
TIME

For Sale: honda CC 450. Excellent condition.
Low miles. $800 or best offer. Call Tim at
485-7597 or 489-0701 after 6.

Do you know anyone in the military who
doesn't dig it and wants out? The Draft Counseling Center provides experienced military
counseling with information on legal rights and
discharges, such as hardship, medical, psychiatric,
C.O. (for people who've become opposed to war
since induction or enlistment) Reservists, guardsmen, ROTC, active military, all problems from
AWOL to various FTA trips, call 761-5470, or
come to 502 E. Huron Thursday evenings 7-9
foj counseling.

Potters and craftspeople - we want pots, wall
hangings, etc. to sell on consignment at Plants
Galore. Call 662-3606.

Washtenaw County Jail needs a large toaster.
Contact Robert R. Liskey, Jr. 119 W. Ann St.
#14, Ann Arbor.

Moving? Man with pickup truck will help you
move. Call for appointment. Free estimates.
971-1388.

FOREIGN
WRITER

mexrican imports;
hammocks,
clothes^ blankets

E. LIBERTY

(inside. SOL; bean)

Drums for Sale. Full set plus extras. $700 or
best offer. Must sell. Call 485-7597 or 489-0701
after 6 and ask for Tom Arnold.
Announcing: Media Njtwork, a free exchange
for musicians, artists, writers, and poets and for
people who need them. Call 769-5577, 10am8pm, 7 days/week.
Experienced union keyboardist with equipment
is available for working band with bookings. Can
double on guitar and signs lead or background.
Able and willing to travel. Will consider any
serious rock or blues band. Call David at 6636879.

The Diag
State Street & North University
Mon. — Friday
CHAPATI SANDWICHES
• Apple salad, munster cheese, alfalfa
or
• Chickpea-spread, sprout salad, tomato
AVOCADO Dressing
» DATE BARS 30cf
» Peanut Butter Cookies

2 for 25rf

APPLE CIDER

254

• WAGON I — on the diag, corner of
State and N. University

OK 3tV-i_ KI^DS oF

GOODICS /

. . . make your insides smile. ..
try a Chapati for lunch!

Wed-Thurs Aug 8-9
Fri-Sat Aug 10-11
Sun Aug 12 (& every Sun)

ASCENSION

RIOT
RADIO KING
& HIS COURT OF
RHYTHM

Mon Aug 13

TERRAPLANE &
KOPPERFIELD

Tues Aug 14 (& every Tues)
Wed-Thurs^ug 15-L6_

DETROIT

Benefit for Ann Arbor Mental
Health Patients

Fri-Sat Aug 17-18

ROCKETS
SKY KING &THE
NEW HEAVENLY
BLUES BUSTERS

Sun Aug 19

ROCK & ROLL
DANCING!
217 S. ASH LEY
Ann Arbor

RADIO KING
& H IS COURT OF
RHYTHM

Mon Aug 20Benefit for
Pun & Craig

BANDS TO BE
ANNOUNCED

Tues Aug 21
Wed Aug 22
ThursAug 23
Fri-Sat Aug 24-25
Sun Aug 26

DETROIT
LAW
TERRAPLANE
LOCOMOBILE
RADIO KING
& HIS COURT OF
RHYTHM

Mon Aug 27 Benefit for
Project Community

BANDS TO BE
ANNOUNCED

Tues Aug 28
Wed-Thurs Aug 29-30
Fri-Sat Aug 31-Sept 1

DETROIT
LIGHTNIN'

UPRISING
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WEDNESDAY AUGUST 8

TUESDAY AUGUST 21

Music
Blind Pig- OkarjazzSOtf
Primo Ascenscion with former members
oftheMCS $1.00
Ark Hootenanny (bring your own
instruments) 50^
Flood's - Brooklyn Blues Busters 50^

Music
Primo- Detroit $1.00
Flicks - Mojo Boogie Band $.50
Floods - Crossing $.50
Blind Pig - Okra $.75

Out of Town
Pine Knob - Judy Collins $6 & $4 8pm
Baker's Keyboard - Young Holt Unltd.
Events
Markley Hall - Uprising 9pm
Meetings
Lettuce Boycott - 7:30pm at 114 Legal
Research Bldg. (basement of Law
School Library)
Films
Sacco and Vanzetti - 7:30 and 9:30pm
AudAAngellHallSl.OO

THURSDAY AUGUST 9
Music
Blind Pig - Vipers 50«^
Primo - Ascenscion $1.00
Flood's - Tate Blues Band 50^
Flick's - Brooklyn Blues Busters
Out of Town
Baker's Keyboard - Young Holt U
Events
Lettuce Boycott pickets A&P on Huron
and Maple Village 2-5pm
Films
The Hospital (Hiller, 1972) - 7:30 and.
9:30pm Aud A Angell Hall $1.0* '

FRIDAY AUGUST 10
Music
Blind Pig - Vipers ISi
Primo - Riot $1.00
Flood's - Tate Blues Band 75

Flood's - John Nicholas 50^
Flick's - Vipers 504
Out of Town
Agora Ballroom -

bias
Band $1.00
Rick's - Flavor (from New Orleans) 75«{
Out4jfT«wn
* Masonic Auditorium (Detroit) Poco,
^i^^ark Almond, David Blue $6,5,4 8pm

TUESDAY A
Music

£

Blind Pig j^Mighty Joe You
12:0052.00 "
Primo DETROIT $ 1.00
Flood's - Crossing (jazz)
~ 'fj- Mojo Bo

^jd&hs

Quarter (Detroit) "Ttock
Knob Wishbone Ash ft
Iros
luu,//
Blowup (Antonioni, Wjtyjf
"" Aud A Angell "
..$'^-Michigan Union S^intconf. rm. '

WEDNESDAY AUGUST 1
Music
Blind Pig - Mighty Joe Young 9:30 and
12:00$2.00
Primo - Rockets $1.00^
Ark - Hootenunny 5(,
Flood's - Brooklyn BKiel
Out of Town
Surf Place (Lakeside Ohio) - DETROIT
Meetings
Lettuce Boycott
. Research Building
:F Feminist House 225 K.

Events
Lettuce Boycott pickets A&P on Huron
and Maple Village

SATURDAY AUGUST 11
Music
Blind Pig - Vipers 75i
Primo- Riot $1.00
Flood's - Tate Blues Band 75^
Oui of Town
Draft House (Akron, Ohio) - Uprising
McGraft Park (Muskegon) - Lightnin'

Lady Vanishes
U) and 9:30 Aud
Angell Hall $1.00
,, Destiny - 8:00 and 10:00 Arch. Aud $1.00

ott pickets A&P on Huron
md Maple Village 2-5pm
SATURDAY AUGUST 18

Music
iBUnd Pig - ._...-. . ^, ._..,.
.
Ktfino - Sky King Blues Band JT1.00
West Park - poetry 1
I.ettuceBoycott pi
2-5 pm
Films
Junior Bonner 7:30 and 9:3
Angell Hall S 1.00
it Light Parade -8:00 and

Music
Blind Pi
Primo Fl
Fli

SUNDAY AUGUST 12
Music
Blind Pig classical music no cover
Primo - Radio King & His Court of
Rhythm $1.00
Flood's - Blue Blazes 5ty
Out of Town
Pine Knob - Loggins & Messina $6,5,4
7:30 pm
Baker's Keyboard - Young Holt Unltd.
Events
Free concert Otis Spann Mem. Field
MONDAY AUGUST 13
Music
Blind Pig - Mighty Joe Young $2.00
Primo - benefit for Ann Arbor Mental
Patient Project with Kopperfield and
V. Terraolane $ 1.00

Films
"The French Connection" 7:30 & 9:30,
Aud. A Angell Hall, $1.00
Meetings
Lettuce Boycott Meeting, 7:30 p.m., 114
Legal Research Bldg. (basement of Law
School Library)
GLF - Women's Meeting at Feminist
House 225 E. Liberty 8:30 p.m.

[SIC

>AY AUGUST

Films
"The King of Hearts" 7:30 & 9:30, Aud.
A Angell Hall $1.00
FRIDAY AUGUST 24
Music
Blind Pig - Boogie Woogie Red $.50
Primo - Locomobile $ 1.00
Events
Grape Boycott Pickets A & P on Huron
and Maple Village 2 p.m. 5p.m.

-Jo
Primo Benefit
Flicks Vipers

Films
"Awful Truth" Aud. A Angell Hall,
7:30&9:30 $1.00
"His Girl Friday" Architecture Aud.
8:00& 10:00$1.00

MONDAY AUGLIS1
n Nicholas $.50
imo - Benefit Night $ 1.00
Flicks-Vipers $.50

SATURDAY AUGUST 25
Music
Primo - Locomobile $ 1.00
Blind Pig - Boogie Woogie Red

Events
West Park - poetry 12 noon
Films
The Sleeping Car Murder (Gauras 1965) 7:30 and 9:30pm Aud A Angell Hall
$1.00
Lillith (dir. Rossen; Beatty, Fonda, Seberg)
-8:00 and 10:00 Arch. Aud $1.00

Music
Ark Coffee House - Hootenanny $.50
Floods - Brooklyn Blues Busters $.50
Blind Pig - Okra $.75
Primo - Law $ 1.00

oods - Tate Blues Band $.50
lind Pig - Vipers
Primo Terraplane $ 1.00
Flicks - Brooklyn Blues Busters $.50

and 5Qi
'es Bus

Music
Primo - Benefit Night
Flicks - Vipers

WEDNESDAY AUGUST 22

:SDAY AUGUST 23

icerf jiOtis Spann Memorial
Field, (lastpf this year's series)

Is A&P <
'0*2-5 pm

Meetings
GLF Meeting, Third Floor Conf vRoom
Michigan Union S. Wing, 8:00 p.m.

Films
'he King of Hearts" Aud. A Angell Hall
10 & 9:30, $1.00

Radio
thmSl.OO
Blue Blazes 6:00 50«<
lavor 75^

Out of Town
Latin Quarter (Detroit) - Uprising
20 Grand (Detroit) - O'Jays (Aug 10-19)

Films
Casablanca (Bogart and Bergman, 1942) 7:30 and 9:30pm Aud A Angell Hall
$1.00
And Then There Were None (Rene Clair,
1945) - 8:00 and 10:00 Arch. Aud
$1.00

Films
"Everything You Always Wanted To
Know About Sex" 7:00, 8:45 & 10:00
p.m., Aud. A, Angell Hall, $1.00

Floods - John Nicholas
Blind Pig -

Ann Arbor
Ann Arbor People's Produce Co.
info on orders & pickup points
Lincoln St. area ............. 662-6036
Main St. area. ................ 665-6580
Northside School area.... . .-. . . 761-9281
Ann A/bor SUN............:'.. 761-7148
Canterbury House .............. 665-0606
Community Switchboard......... 663-1111
Draft Counseling ............... 769-4414
Drug Help .................... 761-Help
Ecology Center ................ 761-3186
Expressfeen Clinic . ........... 662-1121
Free People's Clinic ............. 761-8952
Gay Hotline .................. 761-2044
Gay Liberation Front. .......... .'763-4186
Her-Self Newspaper ............. 663-1285
Human Rights Party (HRP) ....... 761-6650
Legal Aid ...............
. 665-6146
Lettuce Boycott ............... 763-0285
The Michigan Daily ............. 764-0562
Octagon House ................ 662-4587
Ozone House .................. 769-6540
People's Grain Co-Op... .......... 761-8173

Planned Parenthood. ............ 663-3306

Radical Lesbians ...............
Rainbow People's Party ..... 5 ....
Tenant's Union. ................
Trotter House. .................
Women's ommunity School. .....
Women's v_ ;sis Center ......... i.
WCBN .......................
Youth Liberation Front..........

763-4186
76l-f709
761-1225
763-4692
763-4186
761-Wise
761-3500
769-1442

Events
Poetry in West Park 1:00 p.m.
SUNDAY AUGUST 26

Ypsilanti
LSD (Legal Self Defense.......... 485-3222
S.O.S. ....................... 485-3222
Tenant's Union ................ 487-1470

Detroit
Creem .......................
Record House .................
WABX .......................
WDET .......................
WRIF .................*......

Films
"Open City Architecture A
Films
"Open City" Architecture Aud. 8:00&
10:00 p.m. $1.00
"The Night of the Living Dead" Aud. A
Angell Hall 7:30 & 9:30 $1.00

831-0816
398-3881
961-8888
577-4147
354-9743

Music
Music
Floods - Blue Blazes $.50 6:00 p.m.
Blind Pig - Classical no cover
Primo - Radio King & His Court of
Rythm $1.00
Cobo Hall - Edgar Winter Group w/
specia^ guest star Spooky Tooth
$4,$5,&$6
Events
Free Concert Otis Spann Memorial Fiel
2 p.m.
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Judge Calls Case Political

Pun and Craig Win Five Out of Six
Acquitted of all charges involving
weapons or threats of violence. Rainbow
People's Party members Pun Plamondon
and Craig Blazier have been convicted on
one technical count of "extortion by threat
of accusation."
Judge William Peterson returned not
guilty verdicts July 27 on charges of
conspiracy to commit extortion, extortion
by threat of injury and criminal usury. The
original armed robbery charge was
abandoned by the state the week before
trial.
Before declaring his verdict, the judge
criticized the state for "foolishly spending
an inordinate amount of time and expense"
in prosecuting the case. He said the Intelligence Unit of the Michigan State Police
had operated as if "the R.P.P. was something worse than death" and that they
should not engage in political surveillance.
Peterson found that Pun and Craig had
threatened to expose Uwe Wagner as a hard
drugs dealer in the SUN and in letters if he
didn't pay back a debt. He said that this was
technically a crime.
"We were convicted of threatening to
expose a hard drugs dealer and rip-off
artist to members of our community,"
reacted Pun. "The lies and slander that we
were violent armed robbers were laid bare
as a political smear attempt on the part of
the Michigan State Police and Attorney
General. Six months ago Craig and I were in
jail under $100,000 bonds because of these
lies and now the judge agrees it didn't
happen."
"We would have printed his description
regardless of the debt," explained Craig,
"The SUN has a policy of exposing rip-offs
as a service to its readers." In fact, the

The County Prosecuter's Office has refused to prosecute William Burns, the nark
who attacked the two Sun photographers.
Consequently, the two photographers,
Mary Wreford and Linda Ross,have been
forced to pay a security bond for court
costs to press criminal charges against Burns,
A separate civil suit asking $200,000 in
damages has already been filed in Federal
District Court.
Burns, a member of Washtenaw Area
Narcotics Team, attacked the two outside
Chelsea Courthouse on July 16 to keep

nark photos

Perkins, trooper for Michigan State Police
Intelligence Divwion

pression on me and this community. The
witness against them is a hard drugs dealer
who is not beine prosecuted."
The defense charged in court that Uwe
fabricated stories about knives, guns and
threats of violence as part of a deal he made |
to escape prosecution by giving the state
police a chance to attack the RPP. Although
he repeatedly admitted on the witness stand]
to using and selling drugs such as methadone
morphine, ritalin and PCP, as well as quantities of weed, Uwe Wagner has not been
charged with any crime whatsoever by the
state.
On the witness stand, Uwe repeated much]
of the story he spouted at the preliminary
examination last March. He said Pun and
Craig threatened him with a knife and a
gun, stole his possessions, took his photo
and said they'd write letters to the
Immigration Authority and his mother
exposing him.
In the course of testifying he contradicted his own previous story at the preliminary on many points, and even
contradicted himself during his testimony
as his face flushed red.
Wagner said he turned himself in for
protective jail custody in February and
remained there until July. While in jail >
Intelligence officers took him to a Traverse
City motel and instructed him to call Pun
Uwe Wagner, the prosecution witness Judge Peterson called
in particular. With a tape recorder whirling, I
"an unscrupulous, immoral and dishonest person."
Uwe tried unsuccessfully to get Pun to ma
threats Later he was outfitted with a body
paper printed Uwe's description two weeks the state for political prosecution.
transmitter and accompanied by a longbefore the date he "id threats were made
Judge Peterson called the state's star
haired Intelligence agent, Perkins, backed
Pun and Craig will remain free on bond
witness, Uwe Wagner, "an unscrupulous,
at least until they're sentenced in Septemimmoral and dishonest person" who is "not up by 20 state police, to bust Pun and then |
ber. They face 20 years and a $ 10,000 fine. only a lawbreaker but a scoundrel." He said Craig.
The prosecution entered tapes of the
An appeal of the judge's ruling is now
there was "room for sympathy for the
being initiated, along with a civil suit against defendants, who have made a good imcontinued on page 51

SUN. Must Pay to
Prosecute Nark

them from taking pictures of him and fellow nark Sandy Burns.
Right after the attack Mary and Linda
attempted to press charges and get Burns
arrested for assault and battery. The
prosecuter's office refused, saying, "Burns
was only doirrg what he thought was right."

and complaint. David Cahill, a law clerk
Hayes & Goldstein, called the State Police
and arranged to meet Burns at Ypsilanti
State Police Post. David handed a man the
summons saying, "Are you William Burns?'
and the man answered, "Last time I looked
I was". But he refused to sign his name
The two then consulted with their
acknowledging its receipt.
attorneys and learned that the prosecutor
Now the state claims the wrong person
had to press charges if they put up the
was served. We can only conclude that
bond.
Meanwhile the suit against Burns is being either Burns lied or sent someone else who|
held up. There can be no hearing date until lied for him. So now it's the U.S. Marshal'
the elusive Burns is served with a summons turn to find Burns and give him the sumcontinued on page

Theae three plainclothes police are from the Ann Arbor Police Dept They hang around at controvenial Councfl meetings and have been teen at
Flick's bar, which is where these photos were taken. The policeman on the left, named Byrle Racine, held a gun to Pun Plamondon's head when
i was arrested. He has recently been overheard talking about dope dealers at Drake's Sandwich Shop

Ud/u a/
to

With every 2 year subscription you get an Ann Arbor Blues & Jazz
Festival 1972 double L.P. With every 1 year subscription you get The
Dial-A-Poem Poets album with recorded poems by Ted Berrigan, Diane
DiPrima, Ed Sanders, Bobby Seale, John Sinclair, Kathleen Cleaver,
William Burrougns, Alien Ginsberg, and many others.

D Vz price to Pri .oners

D $5 for 1 year Free Dial-A-Poem Album
D $8 for 2 years Blues and Jazz Festival Album
Name

State.

Zip.

Send to Ann Arbor SUN, 208 S. First St. Ann Arbor, Michigan 48104

*V

y/

<t^cc§r C/tC

Q/ / Yt At
^\fljj. GIV

Village Corners
Discount 1
Discount II
U Cellar
Middle Earth.
Sunrise
Blue Front
Campus Corner
Soybean

601 S. Forest
1235S. University
300 S. State
530 S. State
21 5 S. State
21 4 E. Washington
701 Packard
81 8 S. State
21 5 S. State

NO-5-7223
668-9866
665-3679
769-7940
769-1488
769-7780
NO 3-5636
665-4431
769-1488

Ned's
711 W. Cross
Applerose
300 W. Liberty
Sight Shoppe
613 E. University
Rib Cage
11 33 Huron
Carrot's
Division & Liberty
Division & Liberty
Kalso Shoes
Eden's
330 Maynard
Ann Arbor Cyclery 1224 Packard
Comm. Pharm. 537 W. Cross
World Head.
330 Maynard
Honor Stand
2II St. State

483-6400

1

769-3040
662-3903
761-0669

1
1
1

761-8134
761-2749
HU 3-2819

I
1
1

